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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. January 27. 1971
The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 98- No. 22 in Our 98th Year
North Calloway Elementary students participated in the Read-A-Thon for the Mentally Retarded Citizens of Kentucky.
They are, left to right, first row, Lisa Hale, Chad Hughes, Alex Dowdy, Scott Nix, Marcia Ford, Lori Burkeen, Teresa Parker,
-seeend-rewr Kenneth Bazzell, Lori Parker, Vona Dernelir fill Thornton, Lisa Robinson, Naomi Burkeen, Came Newsome,
Paula Warren, Yvonna Pntchett, Tracy Beach, third row, Van Bucy, Keith Allbritten, Billy Bazzell, Lajeaftne Thornton,
Regina Walker, fourth row, Alan Miller, Robert Crick, Daina Crick, Jill Barnes, fifth row, Allen Watkins, Billy Berberich, Fred-
die Kirkland, and Julie Gargus. Not pictured are Deborah Hudspeth, Lana Balentine, Al Wells, and Gena Gargus. J. W.
Jones, North librarian, directed the students in the Read-A-Thon.
Local Minister Among The,
Visitors To Inauguration
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
"It was quite an experience; we
enjoyed it thoroughly."
The "experience" was the
inauguration of President Jimmy
Carter. The "we" included Bro. Bill
Whittaker and his wife Rebecca.
Bro. Whittaker, pastor of the "First
PC
I e
last week and attended the
inauguration -Of -
had worked, if only on a limited
basis, with the tarter campaign here,"
Bro. Whittaker said. "We combined a
vacation trip with the chance to see
history in the making."
The Whittaker's left Monday, and
„ arrived in Washington on Tuesday.
"Washington is a fascinating city,"
- Bro. Whittaker -Said. ulft- -was an in-
teresting place, with a lot of special
happenings during the week; public
museums were open late, and had
special showings, and the Bicentennial
displays were also still
Congress was in session daring the
week. and the Whittaker's,got a chance
to "hear something on the news, and be
right there - it gave us a good sense of
history."
The local couple attended a prayer
which Bro, Whittaker called "a very
g,-.very meaningful experience.' -
Bro. Whittaker relactantly com-
mented about his personal views in
support of Carter, qualifying his
remarks by saying they are strictly the
views of a. personal citizen and not
connected with the church.
"His background appealed to me,"
Bro. Whittaker said. "He justappealed
to me as being one of us. I believe
would have supported him even if he
had not appeared as committed and
vocal in his faith, but that is certainly
one of his top attributes. I can't help but
admire how hard he worked for the job,
and I think that will carry over into his
work as president."
The local couple had tickets to the
swearing-in ceremony itself, and, even
- though they had a little trouble findinF,
a bus, they made it to the ceremony in
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Winter-Weary State
Braces For More Cold
By The Assooeiated Press
Kentucky braced for another blast of
sub-zero temperatures today as yet
another acrtic cold air Mass bore down
on the winter-weary Commonwealth.
The inieg  to:I./sect-4**u* Wednesday
hen winds gusting to .40 miles per hour
ro- red through thestate,_dropping wind
chill index readings below zero over-
night.
Iii. Murray, the request for natural
gas conservation remains in effect
from the Murray Natural Gas System,
which needs to make 'up excess usage
during previous weeks. If the con-
requests irre-imtheede&-the
city inay be faced with penalties at the
end of the current five-month period-for -
overruns during the period. '
An air mass developed 6ver central
Canada overnight and was forecast to
drop Kentucky temperatures to the
/ero inark by Friday. There was also a
chance of additidnal -snow_ through
Friday, although little accumulation
was expected.
Kentucky's usually temperate winter
climate has run amuck during this first
month of the year, dumping more than
30 inches of snow over some portions of
the state. Kentucky normally averages.
a bit less than 30 inches of snow for an
enure winter season.
In hard-pressed Covington, an all-
time snowfall record for one month was
set almost: two weeks ago. Totals this
Month have already risen to almost 29
:nches. The old mark, by comaprison,
-waS.21.4 inch"ei Set in January, 1917.-
But Covington and northern Ken-
tucky are by no means alone during
what might be recorded as the worst
winter month in several- decades.
Virtually every town in'the state. has
experienced riatural gas shortages:
electric-emergencies and frozen water,
pipes as well al the now-commonplace
buildups of ice and snow on secondarY
highways. '
The extended severe weather has
kept thousands of school children out of
classes for -weeks; sonie, in fact.,
haven't been in class since before
Christmas. '
The. continuing energy . crises
'triggered . by welts" 'Of' freezing tem-
peratures has caused many businesses
to lay off workers because of partial or




layoffs, :because of the energy
problems, are in the Kentucky
coalfields. Thousand S of miners have
been furloughed because there is no
way to transport their badly needed
product to Other areas.
The major thorAghfare for coal, the
and -some can hunt.  arie) not process -
-it" said Tom Duncan of the Kentucky
Coal Assoociation.
"It's murderous. It's. a substantial
problem," said'Duncan, who estimated .._
44 about __3,00a. mines, . and :1500,
miners are idled
The myriad problems slatewide have 
prompted (kW.- Julian Carroll to con-
sider calling a -state of emergency, .
-although he said that the "vast powers
under an emergency decbi ration . .
should not be utilized unless absolutely
necesSi;ry."
Carroll. speaking afa 15-State energy--
• - -e-onferenee
problenrs nationwide this winter
dot-line the need bra federal energy
policy.
"We cannot be to shortsighted as to
just try to get through this winter,"
Carroll said. We are .going to face
continuing problems."
Winter's severity has been matched
by natural gas curtailments; and many -
persons are bundling up in offices that
-have had thermostats turned down to.85
degrees and below. Some school
districts that could hold classes are .
forced-to remain idle because of the -
931,nule Ohio River, remains virtually
impassable because- of foot-thick
surface-ice. Barge and tow traffic on
the river has been unable to move coal,
as well as other suppltes, to ports in
Kentucky and other states, and backup
fleets of trucks have also been ham-
pered by ice-covered roads.
"Those who mine coal can't ship it.
lack of gas to heat classrooms.
--As I understand it nearly every -
school system we're serving did go into
a pooling operation," said Columbia
Gas ' Co. spokesman George
Goodykoontz. "Now everybody is.
having to look at their number's to see
whether they can keep these Structures
open."
$50 To Every American
If Congress Passes Bill
WASHINGTON AP) - The Carter
administration said today it plans to
send $50 to nearly every American,
beginning in, April, if Congress ap-
_ . Ahe____paratia,  . gra,- _Whittaker
commented that "It was quite an tx-
perience when President Carter
stepped out of his car and-- began
walking on the parade route. You could
feel it in the crowd thatther identified
with him - it was quite an experience."
The Whittaker's returned to len-
tucky on Sunday, after combining a
historic trip and a vacation, as Vier -as




WASHINGTON (AP) - Con-
gressional leaders are rushing to ape'
prove President Carter's natural gas
pftr-am-wfirt-rtzarhait.- the
on his desk by early next
weer
The program C.rter sent to Capitol
Hill on- Wednesday as his first
legislative initiative seemed assured of
quick passage. Members of Congress
who once fought bitterly over the
natural gas issue were joining forces to
help push the measure* through
Congress.
The emergency legislation would
'give the President power to divert
natural gas to coldstricken parts of the
country.
4 It would also allow emergency sales-
at unregulated prices by intrastate
pipelines - located within gas-
producing Gtllf Coast states - to in-.
terstate pipelines until July 31. ,
"This bill • will not "end the shor-
Road Project Is
Approved By State
State Transportation Secretary John
C. Roberts has approved a project to
surface abopt one-half mile of
idway Road-kCR 1245) in Calloway
unty.
Announcement of the project was
made here at a meeting in Frankfort
attended by Callowal County Judge
Robert Miller and C. Enix of Murray.
Murray.
Roberts said that the work will cost
an estimated $13,113 and is expected to
be completed about next November.
niits.-of the Project Will extend east
from US 641 to the Nashville-
Chattanooga-St. Louis Railroad.
The work will be compleled bithte qu-ethe.mealure 
Was assured by a cm'
will not solve -the unemployment
problems," Carter warned. But he said
it would bring temporary relief to hard-
- pressed-stater by-sitifting-gas-fram-
areas without acute shortages.
- Carterlegiat quick ac-
tion is needed because the gas shortage
precipitated by unusually cold weather
east of the Rocky Mountains has al-
ready closed some 4,000 plants, forced
layoffs of an estimated 400,000 persons
and is now threatening those who use
natural gas to heat their homes.
The move could raise the monthly gas
bills of natural gas consumers, but ad-
ministration officials said the increases
probably would be small.
Carter also renewed his appeal for
-Americans to lower their therznostats
to 65 degrees by day and lower at night,
although-an aide said later that the
President did not want people to break
anx lacal or state laws that mandate
higher temperatures.
tages, %Ottnot improve the weather and. The energy legislation was draft ill in
- consultation with key members of
Congress. White House energy adviser
James A:Schlesinger said it was care-
fully tailored to maximize con-
gressional support_ and minimize con-
troversy. '-
Senate leaders decided to bypass nor-
mal committee hearings and !king the
legislation directly to the floor for
debate on Friday. A Senate vote could
came Monday.
In the House, hearings are scheduled
for Friday before the subcommittee
with jurisdiction over natural gas.
House Speaker Moines "Tip" O'Neill
, announced plans to bring the bill to the
floor for a vote next Tuesday. If the
measure encounters no difficulties, it
could g4 to the White House the seine
day.
Setiate 'sources said that quictiefibn
highivayi'Personnel. 
promLse reached betweeff advocates
and eppoitents of outright deregulation
of the natural gas industry.
Those who .want decontrol generally
agreed not to try to amend the
-logislatioe-en_tlie_floor_as_a_rneans of 
turning it into a -general deiontrol bill.
In exchangra,-Smataleadars paimuid,
them that decontrol legislation would
be considered in full in the spring.
The lower taxes would be reflected in
lower withholding taxes from workers'
paychecks beginning fir May, at the
: it • I I
receive, if Congress approves the plan.
ebates would be paid to taxpayers1,‘
dless of the level of income. _
The tax reductions would be ac-
_,e.conainic stimulus program.
.Adniinistrátion officials said 96 per •
cent of all Americans would receive the
payments, which would be in the form
of a tax rebate for taxpayers and
special payments for Social Security
recipients and the nontaxpaying poor.
About four million _poor Americans
who do not have children or do not earn
any income or receive Social Security
would be excluded froth the- program,
officials said. They said the cost of
reaching this group of Americans is too
high and would create administrative
problems.
Details of the administration's
program were outlined to the House
Budget .Committee by Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal,
Budget Director Bert Lance and
Chairman Charles L. Schultze of the
Council of Economic Advisers.
In addition to the $50 rebates- and
payments- to most Americans, the
administration ' also proposed per-
manent tax reductions for low-and
middle-ineOrne families totaling $1.5
billion this year and $5.5 billion in 1978.
These reductions would cut taxes for
a . family. of four with a $10,000,income
by $133. For -a family 'of Mir with a
$15,000 income; the savings would be
1,000 Extra Bleacher Seats
Available For Saturday Game
A thousand extra bleacher seats will
be available in _Winfield Dim Athletic
Center Saturday. night for the Murray
State-Austin Peay basketball game.
Officials in- the ticket office-told -the •
Murray Ledger & Times today that
extra bleacher seats Would be instalk-ct
and fans who arrive Without tickets,1
Saturday should be able to get seats at
the gime.
Dunn Center holds 9,000 fans but has
the capacity to expand to 10,000 and this
will be the first time the extra seats
have been used.
"There is no sellout'''. Austin Peay
sports infournation director Doug
aVance said today.
'11 "There has never been h sellout in
Dunn Center before: And if there is one
\ Saturday, it won't be until pr,obablpfive
\ or 10 minutes before the game.
"Tickets will go on sale Saturday at
noon sb anyone from Murray who wants'
to come to the_game will be able to get
in if they come a little early," Vance
Added. -
Almost all of the 5,000 reserved11seats
have ben sold, Out. But,. as c this
morning, only a handful of ge ral
admission tickets. had been\,sold in
ClarksvIle. • • .
For the fans whc;.- do want t arrive
early, there, will be a preliminary
game. At 5 p.m., the Austin Peay girls
Will hostVanderbilt.
. 'To be assured Of getting a ticket and
avoiding a long line, fans might want to
leave here early in the day.
But if you plan to leave Murray at 6
p.m. and get there in time for a seat,
don't count on it, even with all of the
extra bleacher seats available.
Starks Files
For Sheriff
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has announced another can-
didate for the office of county sheriff in
the May Democratic Primary.
Gew. Stsrks, of Almo, has filed for
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Deaths & Funerals 12
mittee. • , #
-A taxpayer, may- claim-a $50 rebate-
for every exemption claimed on his tax
return, so he needs only to multiply $50
by the' nungber T exerriptiohs to
determine the total rebate he will
dard deduction of $2,400 for single
taxpayers and: $2,1100. for • married
taxpayers 
•
filing jointly. The current
standard deduction ranges between
$1,700 and $2400 for single taxpayers
and $2,100 to $2,800 for married couples.
Approval Given For
Repairs To Bridge
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Federal
Highway Administration ( FHWA) has
given its approval to plans for replacing kept to a minimum.
the -decking on the Wickliffe-Cairo In the meantime, he said. "we want
Bridge across the Ohio River in Ballard to assure everyone using the bridge
County, that it is safe for travel."
Work on the project is expected to "Our district highwiy personnel are
begin next:Marand will take two years checking the bridge iiaily for trouble
to complete. spots in the decking, and; where' they
According to State transportatiOn'occur,• they-areThein4
Secretary Jahn C. Roberts, who Made filled," he said.
the announcement, FHWA approval
nieanc thAtthe bridge will be re-decked
completely,- with ON 'federal govern-
4went.piakaap.20.pec-catataifthagasts.,_
Prior to the . notificatioh by the FH-
WA, the Bureau of Highways had
planned to replace only 1,500 feet of
decking and patch the remainder.
Limited state funds had prevented the
state from undertaking a- complete re-
decking project on its own.
Reberts said that FHWA assistance
was obtairM by making application to
Washington under the federal Great
River Road Program which was
created to improve . scenic routes
following along the Mississippi River.---
The Wickliffe-Cairo Bridge is the
main connector for motorists traveling
US 51, -4rs 60 and US 62 between
Wickliffe,- Ky.,, and _Cairo', Ill. It is
located less than a mile from the jun-
ction - Of -. the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers,-
Roberts said that full traffic control
details are being Worked out now and
Nil be announced well in advance of
the construction-date.
"I can tell you now, howeyer, that we
will keep .one lane-open to traffic over
the bridge while the re-decking work
goes'on," he said. "And both car*-und
tricks will be allowed on the bridge::
*he Iseeretary also said that while
one-laq access\ to the. bridge will
Mostly Cloudy
!I
Mostly cloudy with a chance of snow
tonight and Friday. Lows tonight in the
low to-mid teens. Highs Friday in the
20s to low 30s. Wends becoming nor- •
thwesterly to 20 miles an hour on
f_.'riday. Precipitation chances 40 pee
almost certainly create traffic delays,
he believed that thpse _delays can be
Peterson To  
Participate
In Meeting
Dr. Clell T. Peterson, professor of
English at Murray State 'University.
will prticipate in the eighth annual-
meeting of bald eagle _researchers at
Wisconsin State University at Plat-
teville Jan. 28-30. - •
The..--prograin, sponsored by F:agle
Valle,y . Envir-onmentalists _aild the
National•Wilttlife kedefation. will have •
-Sigurd Olson, osited-' author, as its
• spi•akcr. ',Mr. Olson." Petersonk saift
-is one of the most distinituisliAan.
lyrical of tinidern-• writers about the- -
_Amer-wan Wildetness." .
Peterson will read a paper on the -
status of-baideagleis in Western Ken-
tucky- and Northwestern Tennessee and
will appear on a panel to discuss the
question "Where Are The Eagles?"
Past president of the Kentucisy
Ornithological Society, Peterson lias
published numerous papers concerning
bald eagles and cliff swallows and is a
(d)-author. of "Kentucky Birds` A
Finding Guido." He. has comp- ed the
annual. Clyistmas Count in thd Land
Between The Lakes mice 1963 a d has
directed - the midwinter bald eagle
census there. •: •
The Bald -Eagle Days program brings -
together bald eagle reseaechers Iron)
ail over the country to dikusS their
findings and to exchange research and
management techniques. Non-experts
wh4 wish to participate are taken to
arehs along the upper Missisippi Riven
where bald eagles concentrite in large
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hiss Rhonda _Adams Honored
.Shower. Fellowship Hart
Miss Rhonda Adams, bride-
elect of Stanley Anderson, was
the honoree at a delightfully
planned household shower
heldL on Thursday evening,
January 20, at the recently
constructed fellowship hall of
 ---the-Westferit Baptist Church.
The gracious hostesses for
the prenuptial event were
Mrs. Estelle Adams, Mrs. Nell
Anderson, Mrs. Betty Elkins,
and Mrs. Pauline Evans who
presented the honoree with a
set of beautiful ironstone
dishes. _
The bride-elect chose to
wear for the occasion a black
skirt With a black and white
sweater and was presented,
with a hostesses' gift corsage
of white carnations.
Games were played prior to
the honoree opening her many
lovely and useful gifts.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
,mints, andpuncli were serVed
at the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a blue and
white cloth and centered with
a gold candelabrum holding
blue candles.
Mrs. Elkins greeted the
twenty-five persons and asked
them to sign the bridal
register. Others sent giffs who
were unable to attend.
Mrs. Cooper Honored With Stork
Shower Bv Group Cain Home
The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spiing
Baptist Church Met Tuesday,
Modem Range
Is .Not Heater.
• Your modem gas or electric
range can't compete with an
old-time cookstove in keeping
the kitchen warm on a cold
winter's day, so don't be
tempted to use it that way.
Today's ovens and top
burners were never intended
for high temperatures over
extended periods, according




. baking. Any other use poses a
safety hazard and could also
damage your equipment.
If high oven temperatures
are maintained for long
periods, the oven walls could
-crack, chip and bucide. The
range might get so hot that it
would scorch and burn walls
or cabinets nearby.
*For safe - use, gas-fueled
space heaters are vented to
the outside to get rid of
poisonous fumes. The little bit
of fuel used for cooking
doesn't make this necessary
for a gas range. But if you
start using it full -blast for
hours to take the chill off a
room, those fumes could start
to be dangerous.
No matter how high you set
• the atui e-or-how long
you leave the units on, a
modern gas or electric range
just won't make the grade as a
space heater. So why take
chances?
January 4, at the home of Mrs.
Marketia Cain with twelve





minutes, and Mrs. Ellen Hurt
gave the financial report.
The Bible reading and the
calendar of prayer were by
Mrs. Becky Nance. The
program was directed by Mrs.
Bechy Vance who read an
inspirational poem.
Following the business
session, a stork shower was
given in honor of Mrs. Roger
Cooper. The gifts were
displayed in a playpen.
Refreshments of cake and 




Shower for the Steve
Alexander family- who lost
their home and contents by
fire will be held_ in the multi-
purpose room of the Seventh
xd Poplarthirchlif (Ind at
seven p. m.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School PTC will
meet at seven p.m. with the
Summer Reading program for
children to be discussed.
Meeting of Magazine Club is
cancelled for this month.
Meeting of Zeta Depart-
ment, Murray Woman's Club,
has been cancelled.
Skating party, sponsored by
all Black Organizations, MSU,
will be at Murray Roller Rink




Homes with wood foun-
dations now total nearly 5.000.
scattered in more thao 30 states.
the Western Wood Products
Assn. estimates. Use of this new
system has doubled in only two
years.
Builders who have turned to
lumber and plywood foun-
dations cite lower costs for time
and materials, and in northern
states no delays caused by freez-
ing weather, WW PA said.
Pressure treating to fail
MSU Women's Society will
have-a eoffeeat-the home of-
Debbie Newell from 7:30 to
9:00 p. m.
KNA District 13 will meet at
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at 6:30
p. m. For further information
or transportation contact
Mona Purdorn 753-5525 or 753-
3381.
Thursday, January 27
Senior viola recital by
Katharine E. Mason, Murray,
will be at 8:15 p.m. at the
Fari-rgiTtecitid-riall, MSU.
Murray Sub-District UMYF
will meet at the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
Friday, January 28
Exhibitions of drawings by
.Carl T. Woods, Murray, three-
dimensional works by Charles
B. Crattle, Paris, Tenn.,
ceramics by Katrina L. An-
neken, Louisville, and
graphics by WilliaM T.
Fornoff, Champaign, Ill., will
be at the Clara. M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, until February 9.
weather wood foundation prac-
tical, the lumber organization
explained. ()Toper installation.
it claimed. Y irtually assures a
dry basement and permanence.
7:gtep .eader



























Smorgasbord was the scene of
the meeting of the Countryside
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, January 18, with five




the subject of the lesson
presented by Mrs. Wester-
man.
The minor lesson on
"Household Inventory" was
given by Mrs. Shiela
McGinnis.
Mrs. Wanda Henry gave a
eport-en the Christmas-party




were Mrs. Claudia Carson and
Mrs. Marie Wyatt.
The club will meeet
Tuesday, February eighth, at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Mrs.
Wanda Henry as hostes.
Thru 2/16
7:15,9:10+ 2:30Sun.
7:20, 9:20 + 2:30 Sun
Youth Retreat of First
Baptist Church will be held January 22, 1977
  _ _ Adults 112 
Meals for senior citizens vvill
be served at North Second
Street at twelve noon.
Donation for meal requested.
Saturday, January 29
MSU Women's Society will
have a coffee at the home cif.
Anita Lawson, 1501 Johnson
Boulevard, from 9:30 to 11:00
a.m.
Sunday, January 30
Recital by _Ann Logue,
sophomore soprano from
Gallatin, Tenn., will be at two
p.m., and recital by Cynthia'
Chittenden, Hampton, senior"
piano, will be at 3:30 p.m.,
both in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Vickie Carraway, a senior
at Calloway County High
School and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Ralph
Carraway of Hazel Route
Two, has been notified that
she will be featured in the
Tenth annual edition of
"Who's Who Among
American High School
Students 1975-76." She is a
member of the Pep Club,
SAE, FHA, and has served on
the Student Council. She is
presently serving as
president of the Calloway
County High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers
of America. After graduation
she plans to attend Murray
State University.
HOSPITAL 110TES
1.6 . is Ii., 1
Shopping for senior citizens
is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. and







Donnie S. Holland, 801 N.
18th., Murray, Roger L.
Rushing, Box 4862 Franklin
Hall, MSU, Brian K. Bugar,
302 Heritage Dr., Mayfield,•
Parvin Hill, Rt. 5, Box 286,
Murray, Mrs. Mavis L.
Schroeder-, Rt. 1, Alma, Mrs.
Frankie N. Starks, Rt. 1,
Maw, Mrs. Viola L. Mc-
Wherter, 123 Gordon St.,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Lee M.
Lafser, 1714 Plainview Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Betty L. Inman,
209-B N. 5th., Murray, Miss
Siibrma J. Mestiew, Rt:'3, Box
1016, Murray, James E.
Green, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Evelyn Lofton, Rt. 7, Benton,
Mrs. Ruby L. Smith, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Elaine M.
Paschall and Baby-Boy, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mary J. Cooper,
Rt. 7 Camelot Dr., Murray,
Ora Z. Cable, Rt. 1, Hazel, Irl
.R. Somers, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Lula M. Michaux, Gen.
Del., Hazer, Mrs. Elva M.
Ahart, 629 Riley Cts., Murray,
Robert C. Owen (Expired),
1515 Cardinal Dr., Murray,
Merritt 0. Jordan (Expired),





Baby Boy Tucker (mother
Dorothy), Rt. 6, Box 16,
Murray, ilaby Boy
Daughaday (mother Peggy),
P.O. Box 382, Mayfield, Baby
Boy Cooper (mother Gwen-
dolyn), 100 N. 9th., Murray,
Baby Girl Sykes (mother
Cynthia), P.O. Box 221, Dover,
Tn., Baby Girl Wood (mother
Phyllis), Rt. 8, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mareda A. Canady and
Baby Girl, Hickory Ridge Rd.,
Hopkinsville, Mrs. Deborah K.
Grogan and Baby Boy. Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Marcia B.
Darnell and Baby Boy, Rt. L
Kirksey, Mrs. Nancy
Schroader, Rt. 1, Almo,
William A. Hayden, 733 Nash,
Murray, Steven R. Compton,
1403 W. Main, Murray, Mrs.
Wandaz Reavis, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Kathryn
Cleaver, Bo s 138, Almo,
Willihm E. Barnhill. Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Elaine
Vance, Rt. 6, Box 210, Murray,
Sylvan T. Reynolds, 1712
Sycamore Dr., Benton, Mrs;
Elsie B. Overbey, Rt. 1, Alm,




By Abigail Van Buren
ci t977 by Chicago inboN0-01. 7 News Syntl. isC
DEAR ABBY: We hear so much these days about
women's liberation and .the joys of the career woman
versus the "slavery" of housework. This is puzzling.
Part of what attracted me to my husband was what I
thought was his belief about the basic old-fashioned
attitude that "a woman's place is in the home." Now that
we're married; I find that he is just as "modern" as the
next fellow. He says, "Any wornanavho stays at home all
day is lazy."
He has no idea of what is involved in ihousework; he
thinks I watch TV all day. When I suggest that we take
turns doing cooking and cleaning, he says, "No way-that's
woman's work!"
The point of my letter is: Just who is "liberated"? What
have-women been programmed-to-believe.
when they make statements hie: "I work because I enjoy
getting out of the house; housework's a drag!" So who does
their housework for them while they're at the office?
Every employed woman I know does her housework
when she gets home at night after eight hours of "office"
work. And while she's doing housework, her husband is
drinking a beer, watching TV, reading or sleeping.
When advocates of Women's Lib interview working
wives and mothers, they. often paint a rosy picture. These
women should be interviewed when they've dragged
themselves to work after a night of staying up with a sick
child, then they'd hear such statements as, "I wish I didn't
have to work-but Charlie wants a boat just as big as Mr.
Jones' boat."
DEAR PUZZLED: I don't have any statistics on how
many women work in order to provide their husbands with
bigger boats, but those who do are already sunk.
DEAR ABBY: I have a distressing problem that needs
an early answer. My niece's husband gets his "fun" from
tickling his 4-year-old daughter until the child is
exhausted. The mother says she is helpless and can't stop
it. My husband has talked seriously with the father,
describing his action as torture. But our nephew says it is
Just "fun," and he does this continually.
Please hurry with your advice-our nephew reads your
column.
KENTUCKY MOTHER
DEAR KENTUCKY: Your nephew is unwittingly
approaching the danger zone of child abuse. He should be-
warned by a doctor that this form of "tun" has ominous
overtones.
Act on this advice immediately. If I knew his address, I
would!
DEAR ABBY: Writing to Dear Abby seems to be the
best way to get this message to millions-)f people, so here
goes:
when calling a senior , p et thc-phi_nie-I ihs itt-
least seven or eight times before hanging up. We oldsters
sometimes can't get to the phone in three or four rings.
(We're not exactly teenagers, and we don't move so fast
anymore.)
It is so frustrating for us to hear the phone ring, then get
nothing but a dial tone by the time we get to it. As for me, I
keep wondering all day long who called me and what they
wanted.
I don't express myself too well, Abby, so put this into
your own words and get the message across, and we senior
citizens will bless you,
SLOW SENIOR'
DEAR SLOW SENIOR: Your words express your
thoughts perfectly, and here they are.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
t244) envelope.
Coffee Cup Chatter





Tapestry needles are heavy
needles with a blunt point for
work On canvas, such as
needlepoint. Chenille needles
are ,similsr. . tapestry
needles but have a sharp point
for heavy eipbroidery as on
closely-woven fabric. Giovers
.needles, used ler hand-sewing
on leather, have a tapered
point with-three sharp edges to
pierce leather without tearing
it. Yarn darners are the
heaviest needles with large
eyes, used for stitchery and
darning with yarn. Craft,
upholstery and rug needles
are available in special
assortments with various
straight and curved needles.
- Jean Cloar, Murray.
+++++
In 1973 the Consumer
Product Safety Commission





requirements to reduce the
risk of injury from - these
products. The regulations also
call for mandatory cautionary
labels on articles and their
packages. - Judy Hetterman,
Hickman.
Having the ability to listen is
just as important as having
the ability to talk to others.
One good rule is to forget
yourself and think of others.
Being iritested the -other
person is the first step to*ard
being a good listener as well
as a good conversationist. -
Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
. +++++
When potting or repotting
plants, use containers that
have a drainage hole in the
bottom. Watertight pots are
-difficult to care for properly;
water tenth to collect in the
bottom of the pot and injure
the plant roots. When roots of
a plant fill the container, the
plant stops growing. For the
plant to resume vigorous
growth, it must be repotted in
a larger container and fresh
soil. Often it is desirable for a
house plant to stop growing. If
the plant is as large as you
repotted immediately; their
containers usually are
satisfactory. You may wish to
repot, however, to transfer the
plant to a stibirrigating pot or
to double pot the plant to
simplify watering. - Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
+++++
To save time in sewing
instead of buttons and but-
tonholes, use hammer-on snap
fasteners, machine applied
self ,gripping fasteners or
others. Toggles and loops are
decorative as well as func-
tional-on clothing and easy to
apply. Also lacing may be
used. Apply metal eyelets or
grommets with special pliers,
then lace with narow braid,
cording or leather strips. -
Dean Roper, Mayfield.
+it+++
If you think you have been
bitten by a brown recluse
spider, get immediate
medical Attention. Keep calm,
and if possible, try to find the
spider that bit you - positive
identification of the spider by.
an expert can be helpful. The
bites of most spiders are
teraporartlx, painful, but not -
dangerous. In the case of the
brown recluse, prompt
medical treatment is needed
to prevent severe reactions.
Although there is no specific
antidote for the bite of the
brown recluse spider, patients
have responded well to
treatment with one or more of
the following: steroids, an-
tihistamines and antibiotics.




techniques which will help you
find the best values for your
money. Before making a
purchase, you should shop
around and compare prices as
well as quality in mer-
chandise. Good design in
furniture is available in every
price range. Gather helpful
information about the items
you intend to buy. A good label
shbuld provide many useful




consumer publications and by
asking questions of well-
informed home economists or
salespersons. Shop in stores
that provide the goods and
want it to be, do not repot it. services you want for the price
-InsteadT-FernOve-SOM43-01-the-yotram -pay. -Find -out about  
soil at-the top of the pot at delivery, installations, ser-
vicing and adjustments for
unsatisfactory service. -
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
least once a year. Replace It
with fresh soil. Newly pur-











The Murray Theatres Proudly Present Cine II
In US INTER (AIN YOU Now there are two luxuriously appointed 'Rocking Chair theatres in Cen-
tral Center to serve you. Your wonderful acceptance of Cine I since it
opened in February, 1975 has enabled us to offer you, the moviegoers of
Murray and Calloway County, a fourth luxury theatre. .
CINE II is comparable in afl respects to ONE I and is decorated in a sym-
phony of warm autumn colors. We invite you to visit CINF II coon and enjoy
a fine motiop picture.
We are indeed proud to participafr in the growth of this dyhamic area and
we humbly thank you for your support during' the twenty years we have
operated the Murray Drive In, Capri, Cheri and Cine Central theatres. We
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 Fraacet Drake - 
. FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY ZS, 1127
What kEnd. of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
oven for your birth Sign.
ARMS
• (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may have 'a. complex
problem. Tackle it with
unobtrusive but solid deter-
' mina(ion. Back principles
stoutly, but avoid being sharp
with others.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dett,
Stimulating influences in-
dicate a day in which to step up
efforts. Mix with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
GEMINI
(May n to June 21) nsi9"
Be stieet, sj3-ess your calm,
—capable self, afid problems will
be resolved more amity. Your
persuasiveness can do much,
but don't overdo it.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 60
The lessons of experience
should govern this day's moves.
A well-planned program will
run much more smoothly than' a
spur-of-the-moment set-up.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 21) 444g
Neither renege on promises
nor attempt too much. Both
extremes are likely now. Accept
only what better sense
recognizes will suit Use day and-
good purpose.
VIRGO
(Aug. 74 to Sept 77) V19‘.SI
Be alert now. Others may be
trying to outmaneuver you.
Keep eyes, ears attuned so that
you don't miss a-trick. New '
benefits in the offing.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) Ana
A good day for -pulling
strings." Persons of influence
will be highly amenable should
you need their help.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MAP
Curb tendencies toward
combativeness. You qui be
your independent self without
being arrogant or domineering
- and you'll gain more.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. Zi to Dec. 21) h'elkiri
If you have doubts or =-
certainties about launching a
certain project, it would be well
to heed. Try to find the un-
derlying reasons for your
hesitancy.
CAPRICORN




well but defer taking action
until early next week.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Under good Uranus in-
fluences, Your finalization is
heightened. Give your creative
ideas the "full treatment."
They should work out well.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to /gar.' 
Some difficulty in com-
munication likely. Be especially
careful in what you tell another
"confidentially.
YOU HORN TODAY are a
strong-minded and strong-
willed individual. Your am-
Mite -knows no bounds and,
onoe you have set your mind on
a goal, you let nothing stand in
the way of its attainment You
are especially adept at writing
and music, but could also excel
in painting, sculpture, fashion
design - almost anything ar-
-astir. You may even tarn a--
sideline into a going business, a
hobby into a second vocation.
You are inventive, too, and
could make a mark in the field
of gadgetry. Traits to curb :
excessive volubility and
exaggeration.
BASIS OF LIFE .
Food is the basis of life. It is
the source of health and well-
being. It gives you the energy
you need for everyday living.
Food affects your weight and
height arideven your strength,
to a great extent. In other
words, everything in life
begins with food and there is






Sonia Ann Wooton is Mained To
Ur. Houston in Home,Ceremonv
Miss Sonia Ann Wooton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Donaki G. Wooton of Murray,
and Donnie Ray Houston, son
of Mrs. Edgar Houston and the
late Mr. Houston, were
married in an impressive
winter candlelight ceremony
on Thursday, December 30, at
While Supply Lasts -Good Friday & Saturday Only
Glazed Donuts - 99‘ Doz.
Loaf Cakes - slw each
miniature white mums, small
white gardenias, and baby's
breath tied with blue ribbon
ending in love knots.
The bride chose as her at-
tendant, Mrs. Carolyn_ Mar-
shall, sister of the groom, who
wore a long dress of white with
small blue flowers. She
Mr: said Ilrs. Donnie Ray Houston
the home of the bride's
parents.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by candlelight
and before an altar decorated
with poinsettias by the Rev.
Ron Hampton. Nuptial music
was presented by Miss Dana
Wooton, cousin of the bride 
from Providence.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was lovely in a
formal gown of baby blue
featuring an empire bodice
and skirt trimmed in lace with
juliet sleeves. Her jewelry
was silver loop earrings, a gift
of the groom, and a Linde Star
necklace.
She chose to wear in her hair
a small mum and baby's
breath. She carried a bouquet
of miniature white carnations,
If your credit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's so easy to chorge more than you
payoff-. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
heavy- - .
€harIttZugrectredit cards have turned on you.
Lending money is our badness.
OtiPon/y business. So you can turn to
us for a neat, dean a-edit card consoli-
dation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
pay altogether. So you can budget for it..
Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.
And you've tamed the ferocious
credit card. -
carried i single long stemmed
red rose with red velvet
streamers.
Wayne Marshall, brother-in-
law of the groo1i, served as
best man.
Jeanne Lea Witon. sister
of the bride4resséd in a long
red dress  with  white 
sleeves with a white carnation
corsage, carried the rings on a
white silk heart shaped pillow
For her daughter's wedding.
Mrs. Wooton wore a two piece
dreg of beige silk knit with a
whit carnation corsage. Mrs
HoustOn, the groom's mother.
wore .a green knit dress with
matching jacket and a white
carnation corsage.
The grandmother of the
bride, Mrs. Leonard Morgan.
wore a -beige and blue
flowered knit dress. The bride
pinned a white carnation at
her shoulder.
Karine Belt, niece of the
bride, kept the guest register
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held with Linda
-147-13eV744-
PARTIN SOY
-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Partin
AP1-of-Dallas,---Tenasr -are -the--
paernts of a baby bby, Robert
Alan, Jr., weighing eight
oTteoiflceStit
measuring twenty-one inches,




$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,600 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424;.60 18.80%
65,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,600 1169.41 6O$ 1o,164.60 11.68%
°Annual Percentage Rats KY-1
Open Friday Nights Until 6:00
In Bel-Air Center. Murray
Ross Wilder, Mgr. Ph. 753-5573
C4EPnrinnUFT




Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Partin of Louisville and
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Grogan
of rrankfort. Great grand-
parents ire Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Swann of Murray.
FARMER GIRL
Kasey Clementine is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
S. W. Farmer, Jr., of Benton
Route Five for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds five
(Winces and measuring 19'1
inches, born on Monday,
January 24, at 10:56 a.m at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed as
an electrician at the General
Tire and Rubber Company,
Mayfield, and the mother is on
leave from the Marshall
County School.§,ystem. .
Grandparents are Mr. and
?Sirs. Solon Fanner of Benton
Route Five and Mr. Elul Mrs.
Louis Johnston of Calvert City
Route Two. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Bun
\ Farmer of Benton, Paul
}- Anderson of Benton Route
live, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Salyer
of Calvert Cy ,Route Two,
and Albert JohnlOn of Benton
Route Nine.
1
Mrs. Teddie McCuiston, Recent Bride.
-- Coinplimented With-Sp-ecial Eveitth
Belrand Mrs. Grace Wooton
Serving at the bride's table.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Houston left for a short
wedding trip and are now
residing at their_ mobile home
on Murray Route Pour. They.
are both employed in Murray.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. Leonard Morgan, Linda
Belt, Karine and Kelly Belt,
and Mrs. Scotty Wooton, all of






a household shower given by'
Mrs. Carolyn Marshall at her
home, and a personal shower





nee Kimberly Jan Johnson
before her recent marriage,
has been the honoree at three Murray.
delightfully planned showers The bride wore a bronze
held since the wedding day. dress and the hostesses
A. personal shower .was presented her with a corsage
given by Miss Vanessa Stone of yellow carnations. Her
and Miss Patricia Melvin at mother, Mrs. James S.
the Stone home at Kirksey. Johnson, and her mother-in-
The bride wore a lovely pant law, Mrs. Ted W. McCuiston,
suit and was presented a were also presented corsages
corsage of yellow carnations by the hostesses.
by the hostesses. After games were played
Gaines were played and the the honoree opened her gifts
honoree opened her many and refreshments were ser-
gifts: The hostesses served ved. Forty persons were
refreshments to ap- present or sent gifts.
proximately twenty school The home of Mrs. Ted W.
friends. McCuiston was the scene of
Mrs. Sandy Coleman, Mrs. another household shower
Donna Garland, and Mrs. with Mrs. Janet Schecter and
Donna Johnson were Mrs. Janice Krizan as the
hostesses for a household hostesses.
shower held at the Community For this special occasion the
Room of the Firilt-Federal -bride was lovely in a burgundy
Savings and Loan Building, pant suit and was presented a
hostesses' gift corsage. She
opened her many lovely and
useful gifts before delightful
refreshments were served.
Present or sending gifts for
the bridal occasion were thirty
persons.
ORGANIC FOODS -
A 25-year experiment at
Michigan State University
disproves the basic assump-
tion of the so-called organic
nutritionist - that organically
grown foods are more
nutritious, Research shows
there simply are no nutritional
differences between foods
grown in soils fertilized with





Were Overstocked On  
Winter Fashions! Save Today!
Winter
Coat Sale!








REGULAR 11.00 TO 46.00
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
Save on pants, elekets, tops, vests, shirts, sweaters,
flawarmsowm, swien1111111111111111inlista
blazers and jackel-in juniorand inalSv sizes! 
1 wwillinw 
-
" Very Large .election!
HANDBAGS




REGULAR .00 30 00







Fashionable Winter Styles! •
DRESS SALE!
REGULAR 28.00 TO 68.00
1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
Current-season one, two and three-piece dresses in junior.i;
missy and half-sizes Buy several today!
dmosisto..,




Long and Short Styles
ROBE SALE






Walter L. Apperson, publisher
EDITOR IAL





Ednortalis and opinionated articles on this page are perwentad for
U. purpose uf providing a forum for the free ezguinge of differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response' to editortals and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors a this newspaper strongls behest. that to innit
opinionated trucks to ords those which parrallel the editorial
philusoph arth4 newspaper would br a disservice te our readers.
therefore we urgeteaders who do not agreq with an editorial stand
the ideas presinsted bs an lode, idual writer in a OlUtLIA. to respond
ihith their I retina. on tile part.. ;Aar LlSibt. being di, U,Seli
OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Thursday Afternoon, January 27, 1977
1977 Should Be A
Good Year Locally
The $17.5 million increase in
assets by local banking in-
stitutions during the past year
hould help to dispel talk locally
that 1976 was a "bad" year here
economically.
We've said all year. that the
local economy has been sound.
Even though our community
lost over $9 million during the
duration of the strike at the
Tappan Co. business has
_grown, other local industries
 have prospered and.--a11-ilz'all,- -




increase in assets during 1976
topped the gain during 1975 by
$3.5 rrrilliort—That's a healthy
statistic on anybody's yard-
stick.
Officials of the local financial
institutions all concurred in
predicting a good year
economically for our com-
munity.
We believe they are right and
are looking forward to an even
greater year for Murray - and:
Calloway County in 1977.
What's In An Ad?
Opinions rendered recently it intrude on the ̀ privacy' of the
• by the state of Washington individual any less to have to
attorney general's office accept a roommate of a dif-.
I-
ha4-we mere mortal—ferent color, race, or national
have been_ taking for_ granted_
and as a matter of elemental
common sense for a long time.
That is. a person seeking a
roommate can specify,
„ preferences as ,to age, sex and
religion, and so state in an
advertisement.
Questions eliciting the
opinions, as reported in the
current issue of "ANCAM
( Association of Newspaper
Classified Advertising
Managers) Exchanges," were
asked by Sen. Alan Bluechel
who wrote that a woman had
asked the Bellevue
(Washington) American to run
such an ad, and that the paper
had refused out of fear of being
charged with discrimination.
Specifically, the senator
wanted to know if the
newspaper could legally run an
ad with these- discriminatory
(age, sex. religion) expressions
in it.
In responding- in the af-
firmative, the attorney
general's office reasoned that,
to deprive the seeker of a
roommate the opportunity to
specify preferences might
invade the person's con-




All of which, noted "ANCAM
Exchanges," leads to the
ultimate question which must
be, even now, bugging the
reader: If . expressed
preffrences as to age, sex and
religion do not constirute illegal
..discrimination. then. following
the logic employed by the at-
torney general's office, "would
origin than the person desired, 
than to have to take one of the
wrong age, sex, or religion?"
In the same issue of "ANCAM
Exchange" it was reported
that ,HUD (U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment) is keeping an eye out for
violations of the Fair Housing
and Equal Opportunity law as it
pertains to graphics in
newspaper ads. Specifically,
the law says that no models can
be used that suggest
discrimination in housing.
"For example," ANCAM
pointed out, "the use of white
models might indicate
discrimination in that the
prOpertyin tM ad is for whites
only. The use of all black
models might indicate the
reverse. HUD wants a mixute
of ethnics in such ads, using
more than one model.
"And, if only one ethnic
model is used, HUD expects the
advertiser to run the ad again
on the same property using the
reverse of the ethnic model
used irLthe first ad."
Well, that takes care of
whites and blacks. But what
about yellows, browns and
reds?
And, all the time, we had
been-thinking that the purpose
of an ad was to convey the
preferences of the taker paying







From the Santa Ana Register)
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 27, the 27th
day of 1977. There are 338 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1880,, Thomas Edison
received a patent for his electric in-
cadescent light.
On this date:
In 1808, the National Geographic
Society was founded in Washington.
In 1939, the ,Black singer Marion
Andersbn gave a recital at the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington after being
barred from Constitution Hall because
of her color.
'In 1964, France recognized Com-
munist China.
In 1967, U.S. astronauts Virgil
Grissom, Edward White and Roger
Chaffee died in- a flash fire- in their
space capsule at Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1969, more than 100 deaths were
reported in Californiaafter nine days of
torrential rain that caused flooding ind
mudslides.
Also in 1969, 14 men, including nine
Jews, were executed in Iraq on charges
'of spying for Israel.
' Ten years ago: The Unitedgtate, the
- 'Soviet Union and 60 other. _nations
signed a treaty to limit military ac-
betties in outer space.
Five years ago: At Vietnamese peace
talks in Paris, the. Communist
representatives insisted that there
could not be a settlement until the
United States set a date for total
military withdrawal and ousted the
Saigon government.
One year ago: The House of
Representatives gave final
congressional approval to cutting off
aid for two Western factions in the civil
war in Angola.
Today's birthdays: Admiral Hyman
Rickover is 77. Publisher William
Randolph Hearst Sr. is 69.
Thought for today: Fame is the
perfume of heroic deeds. — Socrates,
Greek philosopher, about 470-399 B.C.
Garrott's Galley
Little Julie Waldrop,
A Young Lady on the Move
By M. C. Garrott
Pete and Joy Waldrop, who live out in
Gatesborough, have two children.
Mark, 9, is a fourth grade student at
Southwest Elementary. Julie, 2, is at
home — sometime.
If she isn't out in the middle of a field
of beef cattle, including a bull, She's
wading in a creek, jumping off diving
boards at the country club, scattering
golfers with a careening golf cart or
quietly sipping communion glasses in a
back room of a church.
"She started walking when she was
eight months old, and she hasn't
stopped since," her mother moaned the
other day. "With her a year older, I
shudder at the thoughtof what4hc11 get
into, this year. Pete and I are .firmly
convinced that when they made her
they somehow. got the sugar and spice
replaced with snakes and snails and
puppy dog tails."
+++++
Julie won't remember 1976 but her
parents — and just about everybody in
her end of town — will.
Her first escapade came last summer
when her mother and Carman Payne,'
who works for the Waldrops, were
working in the yard. Each thought Julie
was with the other, until suddenly she
was missed.
After some frantic and anxiou.4
niwiietit ZS they searched and ealled
for her, Joy spotted "a speck of yellow"
in a big field behind their house, part of
Chuck Hoke's farm and in which he had
a herd of beef cattle and a bull. "Julie
was aring some little yellow pants,"
Joy recalled. "I knew it was her and
was frantic with fright knowing the
cattle were in there."
All -turned out well, however. as .0e.
was snatched from the pasture before
any harm could come to her. She had
followed Peanuts, the family beagle,
out across the field.
+++++
Not long after that, Pete was working
in the yard with Joy. Again, each
10 Years Ago
Room rates at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital are due for a sharp
rise„accor mg to a repui t rnaat at we
meeting of the Murray City Council-by
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Councilmen
James Rudy ARbritten and Leonard
Vaughn, all members of the Murray
Hospital Commission.
Army Private First Class Bobby J. ,
Hodges was awarded the Aircraft
Crewman's Badge in Korea on January
18. He is the son of Essie Morris and
Thomas J. Hodges.
Deaths reported include L. L. Snider.
Officers of the Murray-Calloway
County Fair Board are Jim Irby, Norris
Rowland, Howard Steely, Charles
Simmons, and Gene Landolt.
Pictured today are the Almo School
Warriors, coached by Tom Rushing
with Tom Henneberry as assistant
coach, who beat tuba in the final game
of the Cuba Invitational Basketball
Tournament. Almo team members
pictured were Jan Vance, John Stub-
blefield, Gary Mohler, Paul Rushing,
David Gargus, David Wyatt, James
Mahan, Curtis, Vaughn, Gary Evans,
Sammy Todd, Steve Rowland, and
David Coursey.
20 Years Ago
The annual banquet of the Murrar
Jaycees was held last night at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Awards
were presented to Joe Dick as Young
Man of the Year, Bill Edd Hendon as
Outstanding Young Farmer, and Z.
Enix for the Key Club award.
Deaths reported include James
Irving Hosick, age 71.
New officers of Camp 552 of the
Woodmen of the World are pictured
who are James Rogers, A. L. Burkeen,
Harold Douglas, Glenn-Wooden, Ivan
Johnson, Randall Patterson, Lester
Nanny,. Burman Parker, and Raleigh
Kelly.
Births reported include a boy, Ian
Scott, to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin A. Gilson
III on January 17.
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs. A. F. Doran,
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Miss Cappie
Beale, and Mrs. E. C. Parker are new
officers of the Murray Magazine Club.
Prof. J. Albert Tracy spoke. on
"Phonetics" at the meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
The Murray L
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,'
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc:, 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Murray; Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIET1ON RATES'. in
areas asp/et by carriers, $2.50 per
edger & Times
month, payable in advance. By mail
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Hardin, Nlayfiekl, Sedalia Ilnd Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
• By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
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though the other was keeping an eye on
Julie. But she can disappear like a
genie, and before either knew it, she
was gone again.
This time Dr. Dick Cunningham, who
lives nearby, seas upstairs in his home
and happened to look out a window. He
spotted Julie stepping it off down the
middle of the street headed for A. B.
•Crass' creek.
Jumping into some clothes (he was
getting ready to take a shower), Dick
ran out of the house, grabbed her up
and took her home. "You can imagine
how embarrassed I was," her mother
said, "when the doorbell rang and there
stood Dick Cunningham with Julie in
tija arms," .
"Her greatest 'performances' have
been, at the country club; though," Joy
went on, shaking her head. "She keeps
Jodie Prichard and the other lifeguards
frantic jumping off the diving board
and swimming under water, holding
her breath until she almost pops. I
certainly didn't get an even tan last
summer!"
Perhaps her crowning performance
of the year was the day she drove the
golf cart. "I had let her sit in golf carts
from time to time," her mother said,
but this day she just happened to find
one with the key still on.
"All of a sudden people were yelling
and screaming and jumping around as
here came Julie, in the golf cart and it
wide open. She ran through a plastic
chain fence, headed for some trees at
the first.. tee but, miraculously turned
just at the last moment and took out
down the first fairway under full
throttle with 30 or so people chasing
her." _ _
Dick Stout -and Daie Alexan&r, a
former Murray State football_ payer,
were the ones who finally caught her
and returned her to base. Moments
before, Alexander was showing Stout
his injured' knee, explaining that he
could hardly walk, much less play
tennis. But when he saw Julie in the
runaway cart he forgot all about his
injury.
Julie was fine afterwards. It was Joy
they had trouble reviving.
  +++++  
Her list of exploits is long and im-
pressive, but I can't let you-go without
telling you this last one.
Pete and Joy had gone to Gatlinburg
for the Murray State-Western Carolina
foolball game last fall. They had left
Julie with her grandparents, Burr and
Cordelle Waldrop on College Farm
Road.
Sunday came and they went to
church, at the Union Grove Chcii g_
Christ. After the service, the folks we*
standing around visiting as they do lit
any country church, when the Waldrops
missed Julie.
With the help of friends they soon
located her — in a small room at the
back of the -church, helping herself to
filled communion glasses which had
been prepared for the evening service.
+++++
"-We adore her," said Joy, who last
fall started teaching at the Murray
Vocational School,' "but I just don't
know how long we caakeep up with her.
Why, I'm getting grey-headed
already!"
Bible Thoughi
Happy is She man that fande41
wisdom and the man_that getteth
understanding. Proverbs 3:13.
Wisdom, understanding — gifts of




Ours is not an antique land and that
may be our misfortune in these times of
strife and change. Wisdom comes with




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following sounds like something
that might have been handed down by
some public relations expert in the
headquarters of One of our nation's
corporate giants.
It is not. It comes from a labor union
' and is reproduced from an issue of
"News Flash," published by the
International Die Sinkers' Conference.
It is entitled "Minutes for Survival"
and is as follows:
"The purpose of i business is to make
ince reasiaciprofit bQykwas,_suppthlyeinthig, ngsin_pe,oevpieer-..
wantat-pricespeople a:Way.
"The average manufacturing
_company most invest some $12,000 in
tools and supplies for each person it
employs. Any profit that is earned must
be made in less than 20 minutes of the
working day.
"According to the National
Association of Manufacturers, a
manufacturing company spends most
of the working day paying the cost of
doing business.
"Only about 19 minutes are left in
which to earn profits. Even then, only
about half of these 19 minutes result in
dividends for the owners. The rest of
-the profit -minutes are -used for -rein-
vestment in the business.
"Out of an eight-hour day, three
hours and 55 minutes will be used to pay
for materials and supplies. Wages and
salaries will take two hours and 19
minutes.
"To pay all taxes — federal, state and
, local — uses up another 43'.t minutes;
for repair ancl. replacement of facilities,
29 minutes; for research and promotion
14½
"By now, it is 19't minutes before the
day ends. In this short time.the corn-
party must earn the profits it has to
make in order to stay in business? and
in half this time, that part of the profits
that go toward dividends must be
earned.
"Such figures make it Startingly
clear that if an employe wastes 10
minutes of his working day, he has
thrown away that part which assures
him of job security, a steady income
and a share of his company's profits."
0+0
Anyone who monitors the Russian
media with any regularity knows their
tr nett 
too many years ago, the Russians said'
they developed the refrigerator while
capitalistic Americans were still
struggling with ice tongs. There also
was one account that the Soviets ac-
tually perfected the automobile before
Henry Ford knew the difference bet-
ween a crank-shaft and a glove com-
partment.
The Russian propaganda, however,
may have hit its peak in an article
carried by New -Times, its leading
foreign affairs weekly. The publication
has concluded that Scotland's famed
Loch Ness monster is really a figment
of the imagination dreamed up by the
British government to divert its
population from the problems of high
unemployment and inflation
throughout the United Kingdom.
Judging from the political uproar in
Britain, the Labor government isn't
very successful in its diversionary
attempts, if that's what it's really up to.
Conversely, considering the depressing
economic conditions of the Soviet Union
— and the relative quiet of its populace
-4 we wonder what the Russians have
invented for a monster in Lake Baikal.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Kindness and Stewardship"
 Often1__in talking with individuals
about their animals — animals needing
vaccinations against distemper,
medical care for their health and
comfort, adequate shelter in severe
winter weather, excess offspring
needing . homes — we cothe to the
l ition that the owner thinks of hisls as "things," almost as
inanimate objects worthy of no con-
sideration in their own right.
For these individuals, animals have
utility only as they are good watch
dogs, can retrieve a duck, or herd
cattle. They have no feelings or needs
which need be given a second thought if
expense or inconvenience is involved.
Thus, we frequently see older dogs or
family pets at the county pound —
discarded because they have injured a
foot and the owner "just couldn't see
• putting any money into it." Heaven
help faithful Fido when he runs upon
misfortune!
Aside from aspects of Kentucky law
which require owners to provide shelter
and adequate health care, do animals
have no claim upon our consideration
and .kindness in theirown right?. Do we
humans, who were given dominion over
animals by God, have no obligation to
shewthem.care-aigikirYineSS?_ _
The Shakers, those gentle Ken-
tuckians whose simple religious life and
exquisite craftsmanship seem to have a
special appeal and relevance to the
present time, recognized their
stewardship toward their animals.
Kindness was a duly or responsibility
placed upon them in return for their
dominion over the animal world.
A Shaker poem we recently
discovered expresses their (and our)
viewpoint simply and effectively:
"A man of kindness, to his Wait is
kind.
Brutal actions show a brutal mind..
Remember: He who made the brute,
_who gav_e thee q h and reason, 
formed him mute;
He can't complain; but GOD's om-
niscient eye
Beholds thy cruelty. He hears his cry.
He was destined thy servant and thy.
drudge,




More record low temperatures are
expected this week. Dogs kept in
doghouses with open doors and little
bedding suffer considerably even if the
wind does not blow when the tem-
perature- approaches the zero mark.
They are susceptible to frostbite on
their noses and ears, and many die of
exposure. If you can, please put your
dog inside—in an outbuilding or on an
enclosed porch, or in the basement
- when it gets cold. And be sure he has
adequate bedding — old rags or straw.
If he must stay in his doghouse, provide
a baffle to keep the wind from blowing
on him, and if he insists on dragging his
bidding outside, nail the cloth to the
bottom of the doghouse with broad-
headed nails.
Suddenly, we have a number of cute,
adoptable puppies and adult cats
desperately needing good homes. If you
are interested, please call 753-3535 or
753-3994.
If you would like information about
the work of the Humane Society, would
like to join the Society, or would like to
make a contribution toward its
programs, please write to The Humane
Society of Calloway County, PO Box
2934, University Station, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
Let's Stay Well
Q: Mrs. G.S. writes, 'We had a
dreadful experience during the
recent hobdays.
"My husband had to be taken
from a cocktail party to an
emergency room because of sud-
den trouble with his heart. He
has always considered his heart
to be normal.
"He is not an alcoholic, but is a
social drinker However, he had
been partying more frequently
and longer than usual.
"He became weak and sweaty
and thought he was going to die
At the emergency rcorn, the doc-
tor said that my husblind's heart
was beating fast and irregularly
and was not pawing much
blood. He said that the bead a
Heavy Drinking
and Irregular Pulse
By FJ.L Blasingame, M.D
holiday heart' from too much
alcohol.
"My husband recovered with-
out any medication. He rested
and sobered up and appears to
be all nght.
"Did this heart attack weaken
his heart? Will: alcohqr more
likely bring on another such
episode!'
A: Alcohol (ethanol) is toxic,
especially when taken quickly in
large amounts or over an ex-
tended period of tiMe. Heart ac-
tion often is affected by heavy
d ri nking " This fact surprises
many people because of the
connate belief that a drink
benefits the drinker by provide*
a feeling of relaxation, =I sup-
posedly improves the circulation
by iWAting the blood vessels
Itedlheart muscle becomes ir-
ritable from modetate and
heavy drinking of alcohol. The
pulse often speeds up so that pa-
tients notice palpitation, short-
ens of breath and chest discom-
fort. When the pulse becomes ir-
regular, in addition to being fast.
the amount of blood pumped by
the heart is reduced. Such
, reduction leads to a feeling of
faintness. dizziness, weakness
and often chest discomfort.
Fortunately, the heart -muscle
usually is not damaged perma-
nentl:, by such bouts of ir-
regularity
Similar drinking in the future
may cause a recurrence, and it
would be wise if your husband
limited the: amount he drinks
and the duration of his drinking
episodes. He might-11nd it helpful
to consume drinks that are
diluted with water, soda or colas.
to drink very slowly and to eat
food along with his cocktails
Your husband could be a bor-
derline alcoholic and may fail to
realize the fact Self-honesty is
the first step toward the solution
of a drinking problem. This re-
cent experience may serve as a
useful reminder to him that he is
drinking excessively.
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Lucy Burde, Carbondale, Illinois (left q Elizabeth Wellbaum, Hisson, Tennessee (mid-
dle k and Scott Seiber (right), forester at Land Between The Lakes, watch as Ray Walden,
Moulton, Alabama, demonstrates his group's problem solving project during the In-
terdisciplinary Resource Management Consortium, this month in TVA's 170,000-acre
public recreation area in western Kentucky and Tennessee
• (TVA Photo)
Sikes Says He Is Victim
Of 'Anti-Defense' Liberals
WASHINGTON 1AP) -
Rep. Robert L.F. Sikes says
he is a victim of "anti-
defense" liberals, but some of
the congressmen who voted to
strip him of his key sub-
conunittee chairmanship say
their victory indicates the
House of Representatives will
adopt a tough new reform
program.
Opponents of Sikes were
eestatic following Wed-
nesday's Democratic caucus
which, by a stunning margin
`‘ of more than 2 to 1, removed
A, the 70-year-old Floridian as




. Sikes was reprimanded by
his colleagues last year for
misusing his influence in
business deals and some
members of a House reform
group had voiced private fears
that if Sikes retained his
chairmanship it could end
efforts to write a strict code of
ethics for legislators.
But Sikes, who was re-
elected last year after the
reprimand, said he was the
victim of -antidefense"
congressmen who want
defense money used for social
programs.
"I'm a senior conserxative.
I vote for defense. And there is
a growing intolerance for
some people who do not
support the straight liberal




vote, members of the House
reform group .said the
removal of Sikes gave their
cause a powerful boost.
"It shows the House is
deadly serious about refor-
ming itself," said Rep. Tim
Wirth, D-Colo., adding that he
thought it revealed "an im-
portant shift" away from
excessive personal power.
Rep Michael J,--Harringtotr,
D-Mass., said that in contrast
to "the gentle treatment
afforded official misconduct
in the past," it "signals a
skeptical American people
that -the ... call for ethical
reform is more than a mere
echo in an empty House,"
'Common Cause, the self-
styled citizens .lobby, which
had campaigned vigorously
for Sikes' ouster, described
the outcome as a "major
defeat" for House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill and
Majority Leader Jim Wright
of Texas, both of whom had
backed Sikes.
O'Neill, who has endorsed
the idea of a strong ethics code
and wants to name a special
• rejected the idea that Sikes'
ouster was a -defeat- or House
leaders. "It was obvious to all
of us that Mr. Sikes had no
chance," he said.
As chairman of the military
constrOction subcommittee,
Sikes had control of the
distribution of about 83.5
billion a year for projects that
often benefit congressional
districts.
Asked if he didn't think
some voted against him
because they .thought he had
committed wrong acts, Sikes
responded: "If that is true,
why have they singled, one
man out for all of the ac-
cusations? How about the 100
or so -other senators and
congressmen who have been




If you are interested in the newest, most practical and most
convenient institutional food products and services please
be our guest. Many companies will be represented showing
frozen, dried and interesting food products. Many samples
will be offered.
Paducah Civic Center
H.C. Matieis Drive (Hwy. 45 t Po* Ave.)
'Winter Of '77' Hits Nation With
New Arctic Cold Air Blast Today
By DEAN LiMUKEN
Associated Press Writer
The Winter of '77 hit the
East. Midwest and Perth otthe.
South with a new arctic cold
blast today as already critical
natural gas shortages forced
more closings of schools and
factories.
The entire school system of
Pennsylvania was shut down
by Gov. Milton Shapp so that
natural gas could be shifted to
industries. State officials said
the state's 2.6 million public
and parochial students may be
out for longer than the three
days already scheduled.
Pennsylvania and Ohio got a
taste of the renewed cold front
as the new arctic storm moved
down from Canada Wed-
nesday night and dropped
temperatures by as much as
20 degrees in three hours.
• _knew squalls hit  sections of 
Ohio anti-Wrinalifasiarray
night, blocking, roads and
causing swes Of traffic ac-
cidents, officials said.
Major , north-south roads
were blocked in Indiana, with
hundreds of motorists
stranded.
Some 150 school districts in
20 northeastern Indiana
counties, including the 40,000-
pupil Fort Wayne system, the
state's second largest, can-
celed classes today.
The area south of Toledo,
Ohio, was hit heavily  _by_ the 
storm, with most roads,
including some main high-
ways,-closed.
Power failures blamed
indirectly on the winter
weather left a bput 26,000
Greater Cleveland residents
without tlectricity for several
hours Wednesday night and
knacked ' out power to
Cleveland Hopkins. Inter- Chesapeake Bay were
national Airport and South- declared federal disaster
WeSt (eneral_klospital. Both areas because the frozen bay
reported that operations has put many boatmen and
continued N auxiliary power fishermen out of work. The ice
facilities, has blocked shipments of fuel
Temperatures plunged oil and grain.
elsewhere in the Midwest and Outside Pennsylvania,
East Coast freeze belt as school closures were scat-
winds gusting up to 60 miles ,terect
per hour pushed the frigid air Six small districts in five
mass into the nation. Ohio _counties were closed for
And the National Weather a lack of natural gas, State
Service reported Wednesday Supt. Martin W. Essex said
that there appears to be no the worst was yet to come. A
long-term warming trend in spokesman for his office said
sight. The service forecast at least 80 districts have given
lower than normal tern- notice of definite closing
pe_ratures over much of the dates, with a few saying they
East for at least the next two hope to reopen toward the end
weeks. of next month.
Earlier Wednesday, Columbia Gas Co. said it
- President Carter asked will send notices next week to
'Congress' for emergency many Ohio schools and other
authority to transfer natural large commercial' users
.ateas,,aRith,  thP worat err_telhave ex-
-ShurUtges. ceederd their winter allotinerita
Carter- told a news con-
ference that natural gas
shortage i due to the Cold have
closet. some .4,000 plants and
forceTlayoffs of an estimated
• 400,000 people and are now
threatening those who use
natural gas to heat their
homes.
Carter also renewed his
appeal for Americans to lower
their thermostats to 65
degrees by day and lower at
night, although an aide said
-later that-the President-did-riot—midweek -hat ware- Pfedictect
to plunge back into the teenswant people to break any local
or state laws that mandate
higher temperatures.
And, there were indications
last week's freeze in Florida
was forcing up prices of
groceries in many areas of the
nation.
Parts of Maryland and
Virginia around the
Pope Paul Meets With
Vice-President Today
VATICAN CITY AP)
Pope Paul VI. met with Vice
President Walter F. Mondale
today and told him President
Carter's pledge to work for an
end to the arms race will be 
"-of immense service -to -the
world.'"
tteceiizg Mondale in his
private library, the 79-year-
old Roman Catholic pontiff'
told the, globe-circling,
Presbyterian vice president:
"We are convinced that
everything that wounds,
weakens, and dishonors life
will destroy peace and
degrade humanity, and it is
thus with optimism that we
note the commitment of your
president in favor of the
reduction of weapons,
particularly nuclear weapons.
"We are sure that this will
promote common interests
and be an immense service to
the -world." -
" The pope spoke in 'English.
Mondale said the meeting
was ."reassuring to us" and
expressed the "strong
'necessity for freedom, justice,
compassion and peace."
_The papal- audience -con--
chided Mondale's overnight
visit to the Italian capital, and'
afterward he left _for Lendon to,
meet with British Prime
Minister James Callaghan.
The meeting with Mondale
was the pope's first with a top-




PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -
This western Kentucky city,
which has bpeits,without a city
.weer for about two
months, has filled that void by
naming James C. Tidwell, 48,
to the post effective Feb. 10.
The city manager position
has been vacant sinceWilliarn-
Howerton, who had filled the
post since mid-1972, resigned
last November after his
election to the Kertucky Court
of Appeals.
Tidwell has been manager
for six years of CIS, Inc., a
subsidiary of an Indiana-
baied
manufacturing firm that is
closing its Paducah plant after
a strike by about 500 employes
begarrtn August 1975.
The city commission chose
Tidwell from 85 applicants.
The number of female heads-
of-households increased by 30
per cent between 1970 and 1975,
according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. , • -
--rffige261"•••°"•••••••"--.=e,,—,m,..erWler.lnormee.1.....
more thlr19 months, since he
received President Ford and
Se,retary of State Henry
Kissinger on June 3, 1975.
fhe vice president met
of gas and will get no more of
the fuel until April.
Equitable Gas Co., a Pitt-
sburgh-based company, asked
schools in eight West Virginia
counties to close until further
notice. It extended that
request to taverns, nightclubs
and theaters.
In Georgia, most schools
were open but with orders to
keep thermostats at 65
degrees. Temperatures there
had moderated somewhat by
by this weekend.
Police in LaGrange, Ga.,
which had many factories
closed due to gas shortages,
patrolled the empty plants.
While businessmen waited
to see what the government
would do to ease gas shor-
tages, President Carter's
energy adviser James R. -
Schlesinger said „at least two
interstate pipelines -
Southern Natural Gas and
Trunkline - already were
cutting off gas supplies to
some top priority consumers.
He said Carter's- proposals
were aimed at avoiding those
cutoffs, which affect some
residences, public services
and factories in, danger of
I . • • : :6 • ea' .• •
'Minister Giulio' Andreotti and
President Giovanni Leone,
and an informed source said
80 per cent of the conversation
was devoted to Italy's grave
economic situation.
A. State Department official
traveling with the vice
president said the subject of
future Communist par-
ticipation in the Italian
government and the effect
that might have on Italy's
membership in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
NATO) came up only
indirectly.
A few hours before Mondale
and Andreotti met, Italy's
three major labor federations
reached an agreement with
the major employer group
that could reduce labor costa
and increase productivity.
1
California Public • Utilities
Commission, PG&E will loan
ila to Sellthern
Co. of Birmingham, Ala., for
residential and other high





But, in Denver, Colorado
Interstate Gas Co. '.s president,
Peter King, said his company
7- although the largest sup-
plier in Colorado - didn't
have enough gas to share,
"If we start gambling and
ship gas away, we would have
to take it from our in-
terruptible customers who
would have to use alternate





LOUISVILLE Ky. IAP) -
About 6,500 Kentucky families
will ,lose monthly state
assistAtce payilknts in March
because _Kentucky's unem-
ployment rate has fallen
below minimums.required by., _
the program.
The state aid 
m 
program,
guaranteed - onthly benefits
to families with -dependent
children whose fathers .are
unemployed.
The Payments were begun
July 1, 1975, when Kentucky
was plagued by high unem-
ployment, and guideline&
established then called forTan
end to the Program when the
statewide unemployment rate
over a fourth month period fell
belOw 5.5 per cent. _
According to state records,
the combined unemployment
rate for August through
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Schlesinger said he did not
have a precise breakdown on
unemployment caused by gas
shortages but he said the
number of -unemployed was




nessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi.
There was mixed reaction
from Western states - which
have - been enjoying a
relatively mild winter - to the
possibility that they may be
called on by Congress to share
More of their natural gas with
the Midwest and East.
The Pacific .Gas & Electric
Co. offered to share its
supplies.' Under— an
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Pagliai's Treats Racer
Cage Players To Dinner
A large crowd of en-
thusiastic Murray State
basketball fans turned, out at
.Wednesday evening
for a "Meet the Racers"
Chuck Wynn, owner of the
business, ' donated the
proceeds of the dinner to the
basketball recruiting fund.
- The basketball recruiting







Shoemaker Seed Co. 46 22
J.1. Todd Used Cars ... .. 39 29
Key Used Cars .1  37 31
Astrut'ar Wash .... . 36 32
• -CraWford's 354:
- Paradise Kennels  -- 35 33
Harpole's Grocery IS 33
Corvettelaines 39
• Snap-On-Tools nkt 35
Dun's Auto Repair 27 4
D & D Body Shop 26 42
Carlos Black Jr Painting  25 43







low at Murray State and m
order to be assured of getting
top-notch players at Murray,
there must be sufficient funds
to operate.
.„ Inv.elved in the recruiting
fund is travel expenses and
there have been many times
when assistant coach Jim
Calvin, the chief recruiter, has
paid for expenses out of his
own pocket.
Wynn said he hopes to see
other business people and the
- people - in Murray boost the
program with some financial
support.
Anybody can contribute to a
specific department or sport
by mailing a check to the
Murray State Foundation, If
riet
• the check is earmarked 'for
basketball, then it will go
Li directly into that sport's ex-
pense budget.
All of the Racers were on
632 
hand for the dinner meeting.
gm Players posed for pictures and
609 signed  autographs for
youngsters.
rawford's Shell 
J T Todd Used Cars 798
High Team Series 'SC
Crawford's Shell  1770
Key Used Cars 1764
Shoemaker Seed Co 1797
High team Series (HC
Crawford's Shell 2298
Key 1Jsed Cars 3259
Shoemaker Seed Co 3241




High Ind. Game ( HC)
1otsSmith  239
I ..ou Ann Daniell 235
Grace Jepson 234
High Ind Series (SC)
I as Smith 531
Sondra Rice 506
Jane Parks 444
High Ind. Series (HC)









Hilda Bennett  151
Nancy Todd  150
I inda Johnson 149
Mary Hams 148
Jeanette Williams  146








Moore of South Africa upset
second-seeded Bjorn Borg of
Sweden 7-6, 6-4 and Bill
Scanlon of Dallas ousted No. 3
seed 'lie Nastase of Romania
2-6, 6-1, 6-4 in the second round
of the $200,000 U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis Championship.
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
Martina Navratilova of the
United-States seered-a-6-2T6--1--
over Regina Marsikova of
go6 Czechoslavakia in the opening
997 
Irr 
...round of a $100,000 Women's





Clinic proudly announces the
addition of tor. Billy P'Pool to
our medical staff-in the family
practice capacity.
Dr. P'Pooris the son of Mr.
& Mrs. Daniel "Willie" P'Pool
of HopkinsVille, Kentucky. He
graduated from Hopkinsville
High School in 1957; he then
served in the Army where he
acquit ed ti ainiug-asztri X-Ray
Technician. Upon his
discharge he worked as a
reg,istered technician _al
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and completed his
BA degree at Murray State
University in 1970. He then
worked as a technician at Nor-
ton-Children's Hospital in
,Louisville where he earned his
M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1974.
Dr. P'Pool entered the U,. S.
Public Health Service, with
the rank of Senior Assistant in
1-974 and served an internship
at USPHS Hospital in New
Orleans. •He has been in
general practice in Cadiz,
Kentucky since July 1975.
He is married to the former
laurel Parker of Murray and
they have two children,
William (Billy), age 11 and
Mark, age 8. They are mem-
bers of the Methodist Church
and will soon be residing in
Mirray. •
Dr. P'Pool's office is located
at the In-Service Room in the
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Room Section. To
see Dr. P'Pool:
REGISTER at the Business
Office of the Houston Mc-
Pevitt Clinic at the Con-
valescent Division Of Murray-
Calloway .County Hospital.
Use 803 Poplar Street en-
trance.
TELEPHONE: Dr. P'Pool
may be - reacted for ap-






Laker-Tiger Clash Should Be Classic
Everyone in town would like to be in Clarksville Saturday
for the Murray-Austin Peay basketball game.
But the fans who can't get tickets will be in store for a
good game here When Murray High and Calloway County
get together for their annual grudge match in4he MSU
Sports Arena.
Good game?
Darned right. Credit should be given where it is due and
the man who deserves it is Robert Slone, coach at Calloway
County High School.
Back in November., who. would have believed the-Lakers
would have won 10 games all year? And here it ia now
heading down the homestretch of an icy January and the
Lakers have already won 11 games. •
The Lakers have lost to Carlisle County, Livingston Cen-
tral, Marshall County, Mayfield, Ballard Memorial,
Murray High and Lowes.
In return matches, the Lakers are flying high, having
beaten Livingston, Marshall County and Carlisle County.
The Lakers will get. another shot at Mayfield and Murray
....bet.makimat4amiaimaieLiwieswervaw,ar.ssaaan....-
play.
That will be one big thing to remember for Saturday's
game: nobody has beaten the Leiters twice this season and
in return matches, the Lakers are 3.0.
There was a time when I would not have 'given the Lakers
a chance againsfiturray High. Now, it's different.
Calloway Countt has jelled into a good ballclub. They are
not a great club, hut again, good. And on a given night, the
Lakers are capable of beating anyone in the Region.
Mike Wells and Tommy Futrell have been steady all
season. Junior forward Jimmy Lamb, though he has not
been producing as many points lately as he had been earlier
in the season, is carrying the Laker board attack.
In addition, Lamb is also being more defense-oriented.
—Perhaps—the—two- biggest—sueprises- -have -been- the way
juniors Randy McCallon and Glen Olive have progressed.
Both are exceptionally quick players and for their size,
both are able to go to the boards with strength.
When the two clubs met in the Christmas Tournament at
Jeffrey Gym earlier this season, Murray High escaped with
GROVER AND FRIENDS—Grover Woolard (extreme right) holds twoleor-old Julie Waldrop
while talking to his teammates and sports fan Jerry Boils over pizza at Pogliai's Wednesday.
From loft to right are Jerry BoNs, Zech Blasingame, Duncan Hill, Glenn Jackson, Julie Waldrop
and Grover Woolard, who hod sibirthday Monday. Julie is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Waldrop of Murray.
(Staff Photos by Milo amnion)
Arnold Palmer Still Has His
Magic As Gate Drawing Card
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
legend lives on.
He has not won in years.
Last season was the .worst of
his career. But Arnold Palmer
still exerts his magic, urn-
matched influence at the gate.
Many of the younger players
on the pro golf tour no longer
-hold- him- in awe, -But the
tournament sponsors do,He is






Shoemaker Seed Co 47
Key Used Cars 41
Astro Car Wash 39
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Don's Auto Repair 30
D. & D. Body Shop 30
Carlos Black Jr. Painting .  26
High Team Game SC )
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High Team Series SC)
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Crawford's Shell  1637
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Last week, as the partner of
former President Gerald
Ford, he .played before what_
may have been the largest
gallery golf ever has seen. It
was a wildly enthusiastic,
shouting, camera-clicking,
stampeding horde. And
Palmerloved every minute of
It. It was home country to the
man who is credited with
building the modern game to
-- its- present
pants-hitching Pied- Piper to
the legions of his -still-loyal'
followers.
"It was so much fun I just
decided to keep on playing for
a while," Palmer said before
teeing off today in the first
round of the $180,000 Andy
Williams-San Diego Open.
His presence, unusual for
this tournament, brought the
event its biggest.gallery ever
fri Wednesday's: Pro-Am.
Hour-long traffic jams built up
onlhe entrances to the Torrey
Pines Golf Club. And they all
were looking for Palmer.
He has' not won in- this
country in four years. Last
season, he won money in only
13 of 19 events. His winnings
a four-point win. Yes, the game was on the Lakers'
homecourt. where they should play better. But on the other
hand, Mike Wells missed the last seven minutes of the game
too.
I will not offer a prediction on this game. There's just no
way. And speaking of predictions, you may have noticed
there have not been any forecasts lately. And that is simply
due to the weather forecasts.
With all of the bad weather, it's almost impossible to find
out who is playing where on a given night. Therefore, the
predictions have been scrapped.
On the way back from Carlisle County Tuesday night, I
felt that Calloway would prpbahly beat Murray High. But
then Wednesday morning when I heard Murray High had
lost at Fulton County, I really got confused...
In all probability, the fact Murray High,lost Tuesday will
hurt Calloway County.
The matchtip be,tween Raymond Sims and Tommy
Futrell might be the best matchup of the game. Since get-
ting soft contact lenses, Futrell has been shooting from the
..:fteltiliketelnevershothefem. - -
Man for man, the clubs match up well. It should be a very
physical game with a lot of contact under the boards. But
more than anything else, it should be fun to watch.
were only $17,000 — by far the
worst of his career. Many
thought he might not play
again, or WOuld P.l_a_Y _a
greatly'restricted schedule.
Not so.
He is scheduled for four
consecutive events.
"Then we'll see," he said./
' laLwill depend  onhaw_tm_
playing.4
knd although he missed the
cut last week, Palmer feels he
P°PuIaTttr":hr—sTgl"R fIli
capable of the victory that has
eluded him so long.
"Golf is my life," said the
47-year-old Palintf, who has
won 61 tour titles and a
financial fortune. "I play
because I want to, becaufe I
like to. I'll play as long as I
think I can win."
While he did not rank among
the favorites • for the $.36,000
first prize in this 72-hole test,
he held the role of sentimental-
choice among the field of 156
and Was certain to draw the
tournament's biggest crowds.
J.C. Snead, winner of the
last two San Diego tont.-
naments, was favored to win
for the third straight year.
Tiger Girls' Game Off,
Boys Play Here Friday
The girls' basketball game tonight at Fulton City between
Murray High and the hosts has been called off due to con-
servation efforts of natural gas in Fulton.
Also Scheduled to play were the freshmen boys. Neither of
the gar, nes will be rescheduled.
The Xiger boys will play at home against Ballard Friday
afternoon. 
The fithior varsity game will begin at 4 p.m. while the var-
sity contest between the Tigers and Bombers is set to start at,
approximately 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, Murray High and Calloway are scheduled to
collide in the MSU Sports Arena in a pair of games with the
girls' contest' to begin at 6:30 p.m. while, the boys' varsity
game should begin around 8 p.m.
110 W. Washington St.
Racers' Ghme
And what about the other one Saturday?
In the first half of just about every game this season,
Xustin Peay has jumped out and led by 15 points or more.
The Governors are the most physical club in the league.
And like Murray, they have a lot of speed and good outside
shooting. If the Racers were to win at Clarskville Saturday,
you'd have to be in line at 6 p. m. a week from Saturday to
get a seat lathe Sports Ar ina_when Murray hosts Eastern
Kentucky.
But win or lose, the Racers are going to draw a good
crowd a week from Saturday against Eastern. For one
thing, people want to take a look at John Randall, to watch
him and see just what all he can do.
For another thing, the fans have learned that the Racers
are an exciting team to watch. So win or lose, the crowds
should be good from here on out.
But if the Racers should happen to win at Clarksville,
then there is no limit as to what Murray State can do. One
thing about it, Fred Overton, myself and a few others will
never have to worry about getting white hair. We'll all go
bald before that happens.
Though it's hard to believe, the game at Bowling Green
Monday was 10 times more exciting than the win over Mid-
dle Tennessee last Saturday.
For one thing, it was on the road. For another thing, the
Racers were beaten at least four or ftve times while against
Middle, only the last 36 seconds were heartstopping.
If you have a bad heart or high blood pressure, you might
want to bring some cotton and close your eyes every now
and then. They are so exciting they almost make a person
become unglued. 
Olsen Ready To Use His
Mind In Latest Career
By DAN BERG ER
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Meilen Olsen's creative mind
has taken him from the violent
world of pro football to the
CornparatIVe - peace-- of the
television booth, but Olsen
already has some ideas that
may change the direction of
pro football.
Olsen has left the Los
Angeles Rams after 17 suc-
cessful seasons as a defensive
tackle, and he said Wednesday
evening, "I knew when it was
time to leave. The time was
right."
Olsen- is no dummy.. He was
a Phi Beta Kappa graduate in
business at Utah State and
later earned It master's
- _degree in the sulSject, but pre
football was his life.
"I didn't get educated to be
a football player," he said,
"but I liked playing football.
Now, perhaps I can use my
mind."
Olsen is ä-joirlãfsóita MAW
who wears vested suits,
speaks with modulated deep
tones and sips white wine.
Olsen signed a contract to
become a news and sports
broadcaster and perhaps an
actor with the National
Broadcasting Company. He
admitted heiwas thrilled at the
prospect of starting a new
career.
"It's sure great to be a
rookie again," he said,
giggling.
"But seriously, I feel really
fortunate to have this op-
portunity. I have some
definite 'ideas about TV
a coverage of football that I'd
like to try, but the acting —
that's the key thing right ,
now."
Olsen, 36, stands 6-foot-5.,
and weighs 270. He has
already made a number of
Motion Pictufes and Ms ap-
peared in varieus television
roles. But before this he
suspected his appearance was
more or less gratuitous
because of his football fame. -
His new contract gives him
a chance to do some acting
and see if there is real talent
there.
In the TV booth, "I'd like to
tell the produeer to take a
camera end focus it on that
assistant coach, who has just
thrown up a second time
because his jeb is on the line, '
I'd like to get a shot of that
wide receiver who just
dropped a touchdown pads. -
"I know some of that is
being done now, but I think I











Solving the Loch Ness
Monster Mystery.
There have been over 10,000
reported sightings of what' co
scientists now think may be 0 —
the last living prehistoric 0 _ 0
monsters on earth. Read e
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The Associated Press ratings,
do precisely that to his fourth-
ranked Tar Heels.
Wake Forest's Jerry
--Shellenrg sank two foul
shots with 14 seconds
remaining and a desperation
Heels tried to protect a one-
point lead. Phil Ford fouled
out on the play after pacing
the losers with 19 points. Wake
Forest's Rod Griffin led all
pcorers with 21 points while
'Shellenberg added 12, Frank
Johnson and Larry Harrison
oo SO sy or
Carolina's Walter Davis rolled
off the rim as the winners took
over the Atlantic Coast
Conference lead with a 67-66
triumph.
Shellenberg was fouled on a
driving attempt as the Tar
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RAPPING TO 'LEFF-Candy Jackson watches as her brother, Chris,-talks to and gets Tom Lef-
fler's avtograph. Payne: sponsored a "Meet the Racers" diner Wednesday night and a large
crowd responded to make it a groat success.
Tongue-lashing By Coach Key
For Bulls' Romp Over 'Cavs
:_.-8,,tilleakssoelatedPfess .
The restless Chicago fans
came down hard on the
hometown Bulls at halftime
Wednesday night ... but not
nearly as hard as the em-
barrassed Bulls came down on
the Cleveland Cavaliers in the
second half.
Down by 18 points in the
second period and trailing by
16 at halftime, the Bulls came
alive following a chewing-out
by coach Ed Badger and
rallied for a 106-93 triumph
that dropped the Cavaliers





ended a jinx at the hands of
Golden State by downing the
Warriors 106-95 and moved
into first place_ by one-half?
game over both Cleveland and





against a team that just stood
around in the first half proved
very effective," Badger said.
"When they heard the boos as
they walked off the floor inte
the dressing room they
decided that something was
not right__ I told them 
were embarrassing me as well
as themselves."
I •
Golden State in six tries dating
back to the 1975 NBA
championship series which
the .Warriors won in- four
straight. Phil Chenier paced a
balanced attack with 22 points
while Elvin Hayes had 18.
Trail Blazers 107, Nuggets 102*.
Portland battled back from
a 19-point second-period
deficit behind Maurice Lucas
and climbed past Los Angeles
into first place in the Pacific
Division while snapping
Denver's eight-game home
winning streak. Lucas scored
22 points, grabbed 14 rebounds
and triggered a late surge that
wiped out a 97-92 Denver lead.
SuperSouirs 118, Lakers 103
Tom Burleson survived a
punch from Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar. and scored 1'7 of his
game-high 26 points in the
final period. Burleson, who
was decked by Abdul-Jabbar
,with about seven minutes left
in the game, connected on
eight of his 10 shots from the
field in the fourth period and
his three straight baskets put
Seattle ahead for good 86-85.
Pacers 121 Celtics 101
Billy Knight scored 35 points
as Indiana ended a five-game
--Bullets i06,--Wds ratmn
The streaking Bullets, who
have won six in a row and 12 of
twig streak_ John HaVIICelr:
had 25 for the Celtics, who
suffered their fourth straight
their _last 14 games,postechitiSs and played without center
their first home victory over Dave Cowens, sidelined with
an ankle injury.
Braves 114, Bucks 109
Adrian Dantley scored 29
points and Randy Smith 28 as
the Braves ended a five-game
losing streak in their first
game under MacKinnon, who
"'enlaced • Tates Locke
Tuesday.
Kings 101, Jazz 95
oil 001TC- s 
as Kansas City survived a
fourth-quarter rally. The Jazz
scored 15 points in a row and
tied the game at 85 with 5:26
remaining, but Boone hit a 15-
footer and Brian Taylor
followed with a steal and stuff.
Pete MaraviCh played all 48
minutes for New Orleans and
scored 35 points in 13-for-34
shooting.
Pi/mm403, Nets-401- -
Ralph Simpson ind Marvin
Barnes came off . the bench
and rallied Detroit from a 15-
point deficit with just under
five minutes to go in the third
period. After each team made-
a basket in overtime, Simpson
hit-a free throw and Barnes a
basket, putting the Pistons in
front for good. Simpson led the
Pistons wi
Barnes had 21. -
.11 porn
Wake Forest Stuns Tar Heels
While San Francisco Escapes
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
"The best way for a visiting
'team to win," North Carolina
-coach Dean Smith said
Wednesday night, "is to let the
home team get out to a big
lead, then creep back and
an
•
Torn Leffler Happy To Be
Associated With Winner
By MIREIRAKDON -ftir 1-visit and then I signed-- 
,Ledger & Times Sports Editor here," Leffler said.
Remember the Minute His freshman year was
Men? tough. He suffered through a
They were the guys back in 9-17 season on the bench.
the Revoluntionary War and There were few, bright spots
on a minute's notice and to make matters worse,, theY
were there with their am- 
uolditther't thanvarsinY i ball
go. 
PlaYillgtymunition loaded and ready to time 
_ because there was no jayvee
There is a "Minute Man" program at Murray State.on
the basketball team at Murray And to make matters even
State University. He's worse, he got up to 215 pounds.64
sophomore forward Tom
Leffler of Lemont, Ill., a small
town located about 20 minutes
from Chicago.
In more ways than one, Tom
Leffler has been a "Minute
Man" for Murray State. There
have been games where he's
played for only a minute. And
there have been games where
_be-hasit, eve.n plaYed.
But when he tomes in, he's-
loaded and ready to fire away.
Leffler's greatest moment
Otindividual glory came last
season when he came in and
scored eight points to spark
Murray to a win over Eastern
Kentucky, snapping an eightr
game Murray State losing
streak.
But Leffler's greatest
moment of glory actually is
now. His teammates are 13-4
on the season; 5-1 in the
conference and heading
toward a banner year, which
hopefully will find the Racers
in the NCAA Tournament.
"A guy should know his
weaknesses," Leffler said.
_ not exceptionally
quick or a good jumper. But I
was always taught to give 100
percent. My game is when it's
rough, I love to make con-
tact."
Leffler loves contact simply
because heused to makca- let -
of contact in high school. For
three years, he played football
and could have received a
football scholarship but
elected to go with basketball.
As a junior in high school, he
averaged 20 points per game
and as a senior, he averaged
25 points and his team went on
to play in the State Tour
it.
Last summer, he worked as a
carpenter and lost 20 pounds.
This season, he has been at 195
and as a result, is much
quicker and has retained all of
his physical brute,
"I have a lot of friends on
campus and they really helped
me out last year. We were
losing and I felt I should have
been playing more. It was
-geed to- help win the game
against Eastern but it would
have, been a lot better if-we. 
had been winning all year.
I've always been a winner."
This year, he has seen
limited action but when he
does play, he comes through.
Early in the season, the
Racers were playing Missouri
Southern. It was late in the
first half when Overton
deeitled to bring in some new
players. One of them was Tom
1,effler.
In about Thur miniftesUr
play, 1.effler got five
rebounds, scored four points
and created a safety hazard
under the- -boards for the
Missouri Southern players.
Resides being an extremely
rough player, he has an out-
standing shooting touch.
Though many fans have not
seen him perform anywhere
than under the bucket, Leffler
ts -deadly „chooter from _15 .to _
20 feet out.
Last Monday night at
Bodingling Green, Murray  
dressed out six guys and took
on Western's jayvees.
Somehow, Murray managed
to win 91-86. •
Leffler was simply an
animal. He scored 38 points,
hauled in 17 rebounds and hit
• i
do. Look at all of the top teams
in the nation, they've been
playing together for two or
three years.
"We have some of the finest
talent in the nation. John
Randall, Mike Muff, Skeeter
Wilson, Jimmy Warren, and
Danny Jarrett could play with
anybody. But yet, they've
played together as a team for
about half the season and they
are already 13-4."
The one thing people don't
know about Torn Leffler is the
facthes a great recruiter:
"When somebody comes,
here for a visit, I let them go
around town with Tom,"
Coach Fred Overton said.
"He and Jim Calvin are the
two best recruiters in the
country," Overton said.
Tom Leffler has per-
sonaIRy.
communite with everyone by
using different levels.. And
that folks, is a great asset. Ask
any of the five junior college
recruits on this year's club
and they'll tell you that Tom
Leffler was one of the main
reasons they came to Murray
State.
The better the recruits, the
less chance Tom Leffler has of
playing. But that doesn't
worry him.
"I'm here to get my
educaticm," said Lefflei , -who-
is a physical education and
business major.
••We have to have the
players to win and if it takes
me to help recruit someone
better than I am, it's okay. It's
a lot more fun to win.
"I could go somewhere else
and play ball and probably
start. But: it wouldn't be as
much fun. It really is fun here.
The, fans are. just awnettang_
else. We go out on the 'court
and try -to win for them more
than we try to win for our-
selves.
"The people in this town are
simply great. I've got to know
a lot of people and have made
a lot of friends," Leffler said.
Tom Leffler has two
brothers at _home, one is 17,
the other 15.
His oldest brother is coming
to Murray State next fall. Tom
Leffler could have said to hell
with it all. He could have
huffed and puffed and gotten
mad. He could have left here
and had bad things to say
about Murray State. .
But Tom Leffler has stayed
with it all the way.
And because of Tom
flees attitude, everyone else
on the bench at Murray State
feels the same way. You can
stand by the bench and feel an
electricity flowing. And it
carries on out and it flow"
through the five-players who.
are on the floor.
Torn Leffler knows his role
at Murray State. There-are
thousands of guys playing ball
who are starting and scoring
points who still don,t realim
their role and probably never
will.
Glory doesn't have to conic
in the box score in Monday.
morning's- paper.
PHYSICAL PLAYER-Tom Leffler says he loves to play in
games where there is a lot of physical contact. Here, he shows
_why as he belts an opposing player With his arm.
thevarsity at Lemont,-his-cintr-  1Y°- -game
was 48-8. pebi3Ie iike myself, Duncan
He was recruited by In- Hill and Darrell Willett a
diana, Villanova, Florida and chance far-Some confidence
oidahoma. _ and seme experience. it was
"It's kind of funny kind of nice scoring 38 points..;
Assistant coach Jim Calvin
was at a clinic and he saw me
play in an All-Star game. I had
the country, survived a scare planned to visit Western
before pulling out a 68-60 Kentucky University the
tritimph over Wichita State following weekend but I
and stretching the nation's,, wound up coming to Murray
longest home winning streak; -
to 54 games.
17, boosted its road record to 
BowliMeanwhile, Syracuse, No. ng
StafldiftgS
surprise them." had 11 and Skip Brown stored 10-2 and won its eighth in a row
Smith really wasn't letting 19. __over-all, holding off Temple......
anyone in on some deep, dark The Deacons raised their 76-67 after piling up a 24-point
secret because he had just, ever-all record to 15-2 while bulge. No. 19 Clemson turned
seen Wake Forest, No. 10 in North Carolina, which won at back Furman 94-86 while No.
Wake Forest 77-75 earlier in
the year, fell to 13-3.
Five other members of the
Top Twenty were in action,
headed by No. 1-ranked San
Francisco, which boosted its
record to 20-0, best in major
•• • A's' e ra ying
in the second half behind the
shooting of Marlon Redmond
and Winford Boynes to defeat
Santa Clara 74-68.
Twelfth-ranked Cincinnati,
which had dropped two games
in a row after being. No. 2 in
20 Memphis State nipped New
Orleans 88-86.
San Francisco's Redmond
totaled 26 points and Boynes 21
but the victory was anything
but easy. Santa Clara trailed




Tin Lirries 46 N
Super Stars   44,1
Corvette Lanes 44 28
ID-H 44 125._.
Bowlers 41 31
Rib Shack 38 34
Untouchables 36 36
Binikies -36 36
Gene's Body Shop 35 37
Lucky Strikers 24 48
Head Pins 72 50
Dyn-ONites 21'r 50'.
High Team Game SC
Tin Limes 
Western had three guys on
their jayvee team who had
been starting varsity earlier ,.
in the year. They have; a
regular jayvee team and they
really take it seriously,"
Leffler said.
Leffler thinks the fans at
Murray State are the greatest
in this world.
' "That's why we don't give
up. That's exactly how we've
come back and won against
Middle Tennessee and
Western," Leffler said.
"We have a lot of intestinal
fortitude. There's no such
thing as the 11th or 12th man
on our club. We're all a part of
the team and if I come in the
game, then I'm ready to play.
We're all pulling for each










We have in our store the following
size vanities which we are closing
out at BIG SAVINGS!
v 42" Cabinet (White With Yellow Marble Top)
Reg $285 00 Sale'150"
v 18" Cabinet With White Conan Top
Reg $ 110 00 Sale $6500
24" Cabinet With White Formica Top
Reg $122 00 Sale Sir
30" Cabinet With White Formica Top
Reg S 146 00 Sale$100"
All Above Includes Sink & Hardware
RESTAURANT
BA R•13•Q
.SP/...( 11 1. S I
Sunshine
Special
Lets All Celebrate A Day Of Sunshine?
Friday & Saturday, Jan. 28 & 29
2 Lb. Sirloin
$R99
For 2 People la





Order Of Our Famous
Bar-be-que Ribs
$299
All the trimmings means...Our famous salad bar,
potato of your choke, loaf of bread, hush pup-
pies for the fish.
309 N. 16th Northside of Campus
Hillmar Lyon, (Ironer
after that before Boynes and
Redmond scored two baskets
apiece to .send USF into a60-52
lead.
Wichiti State came from 15
points back and • pulled to
within 62-60 against Cincinnati
 but Robert Miller, who scored
17 points, stuffed a shot to give
the Bearcats some breathing
MOM.
' Marty Byrnes paced
Syracuse over Temple with 16
points but Lewis Orr and
Larry Kelley sparked a
second-half surge that turned
a six-point lead_ into, a
runaway.
Clemson's Colon Abraham
and Stan Rome went on a late
scoring spree and finished
with 22 points apiece as the
Tigers held off stubborn
Furman.
Memphis Statg's Dexter.
Reed, who failed to score in
the first half, hit a short
jumper with four seconds left
in overtime for the last of, his
13 points, providing the 3,16-
tory over New Orleans.
— -BOWLING
GRAND PRAIRIE, Tex. -
Dale Glenn of Glendale, Calif.,
rolled a perfect 300 game too
grata the early first round lead,
in the $90,000. open
professioftal bowling tour-
nament. Teats Semiz of River
edge, N.J., then earned the
lead after two rounds.
Bowlers 
High Team Game HC
Tin Liznies 
Bowlers 
Gene's Body Shop ...










High Team Series ,•HCBowlers
 23&
_ _ ... . .
Super Stars ... ' .. .. . . ..... . 7333
Tin tizzies  2310
MO hid. dame ,sc)
Can Ellis 279• 
Map
Jerry Bolls . . . . ....... . ...  . 
.
228




Wanda Brown  178
Mildred Hodge 178
High Ind. Garne i HC I
Men
Carl Ellis s 
 _
Charlie Hargrove ......
Jerry Bolls . . . . . ...... . .
Women
Rita Roberts  240
Debbie Coleman 213
Mildred Hodge . . . s, 210
High Ind. Series 1SC ,
Men
Carl Elli 645s 







Rita libberts . . . ....  . 547
Wanda Brown  . 511
Debbie Coleman 506
High Ind. Series ( HC
Men
Carl Elhs  681
Jerry-Bolls  . 654
Charlie Hargrove 636w.owl.e. . 










El setsellis  r 
182
Lyman Dixon   180
Jerry BORA .  • . . 176
Women 
Wanda Brown . 164
Pat Scott  163
Lois Smith  .160
Debbie Coleman 159
StIldred Hodge .. 153
the slack.
"It was like when Grover
Woolard fouled out Monday
night at Western. He spent 20
minutes on the bench-beside
Coach Overton and Coach
Calvin. He kept cheering and. __
cheering.
'You know, when you are
13-4 with.' a bunch of junior
college guys who have never
played together before, it
speaks well of. the coaching
staff. Coach Overton, Coach
Calvin and graduate assistant
Bob Ward are all super
people. .
291
252 "This is the closest-knitted
246 bunch of buys. I've ever been
associated with before. I don=t- - -








Visit Our New Gift Shop
For All Your Gift Needs




Everything in the store is 'an sale. Values up to 50% Off 




T-Shirts - 3.00 each




Values Up to 10.00
UnCr,r0Up
$4
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Elsewhere In America
Males tic Whoopers Provide Awesome Sight
- SOCORRO, N.M. AP) --
The show' starts every day an
hour before dusk. With luck,
one of the cast will be aspecial
celebrity a whooping crane.
"Look that way-," -pick
Rigby insrf-tictett,- pointing
north. "They feed in corn-
fields there all day long and all
of them are. back before
(lark."
Tlfrough binoculars,
weaving threads of black.
;aced the ginger sky and then
the overture began, a distant,
oche trilling that grew ever
iouder, closer, tightening the.
pores.
Without sufficient , warning
they were overhead, just
werhead, so loW they seemed
almost within touch, and there
were tens of - thousands of
them, ducks frantically
flailing the darkening sky,
majestic snow geese in
chevrons of white barking a
high-pitched arrival • song,
squadrons of raucous
Canadas, and .at last the
cranes; lordly birds, long
necks outthrust in rightful
disdain of all lesser Creatures
that fly.
-There's one! There's a
whooper!" Rigby cried.
And there it was. As the
formation winged, past the
curtain of a mountain, the
whooper appeared as a single
glistening pearl in a pale gray
strand.
The formation circled,
listening to the invitations of
.• thousands of insistent kin to
come join them on the ground
for the night, and finally chose
a group bedded down in an
appealing marsh • 200 yards
away.
The whooper took up a
position on the. edge of, the
great gathering of his dusky
cousins.
Do the sandhill cranes make
him keep his distance"
Dick Rigby said. "He
has a place in the pecking
order like all the rest, but he's
not rejected. They don't seem
to notice he's any different."
But he is. Different and
special.
The whooper is one of six
wintering in New Mexico in an
experiment, successful so far,
aimed at starting a second
flock of the rare breed in
North America and thus
removing them from the'
endangered species list.
Sandhill cranes are their
State Preparing For Possible
Jump In U
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—
The state is preparing for - a
possible onslaught of unem-
ployment insurance claims if
next week's natural gas
curtailments cause
widespread layoffs.
"I do not see how we can
avoid substantial layoffs,"
Kentucky energy chief Damon
Harrison said Wednesday.
Peter Conn, secretary of the
State Department for Human
Resources, said he asked the
bureau in charge of jobless
benefits to determine
-whether we're in a shape to
deal with it if it comes."
Letters were sent Wed-
nesday to all major employers
nempIoyment Claims
affected by natural gas cur-
tailments, asking assistance
in taking unemployment in-
surance claims.
Gail Huecker, com-
missioner of the Bureau for
Sowal Insurance which
processes the claims and
determines eligibility, said
she didn't foresee any
problems.
"But we want to set up an
arrangement so we can do it in
an orderly manner," shrxicr
"Most of our offices a uite
small, and we want to make
sure we don't ve long lines
waiting to f claims."




31.hy is America so fascinated by themost zany (yet biting) soap opera I
ever made? How did it get created?I
What'do social psychologists believe
it all means? The story's in
Fetrutry—
Reader's Digest
offices if their plants will nave
to close, and if so, how many
workers might be laid off.
Columbia Gas of Kentucky,
Western Kentucky Gas an
Louisville Gas and EleçtrIc
Co. have all a nnotinced
massive curtailments to in-
dustrial custom‘rs.
However,- 'since many are
able to convert to alternate
fuels such is propane or fuel
Ail, they may be able to con-
tinue operating.
Depending on the response
from employes, Mrs. Huecker
said personnel may be
,shuffled- between areas, or
new employes added to speed
handling of claims.
Workers will be encouraged
to apply for benefits the day
they, an laid off, to give the
agency_ tinle to process
claims. A- worker-- drieS—
actually become eligible for
benefits until two weeks after
the layoff, Mrs. Huecker said.
All claimswill be processed,
although eligibility will
depend on income level, she
said.
'Meanwhile, in the face- of
more sub-zero weather
forecast _for .this weekend,
Harrison said the state should
still have enough natural gas,
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foster, ..parents. Dick Rigby is
their godfather.
Rigby, a big, bluff man with
a hard voice and. a gentle
nature, is manager of the
Bosque del Apache National
Wildlife Refuge, a 57,000-acre
sanctuary of life situated, with
glaring irony, about 25 miles
from the site of history's first
atom bomb test.
-My job is to watch over
them, see that they are well
fed and able to get through the
summer at the nesting ground
and get back here for winter."
The experiment was the
brainchild of Roderick
Drewien, an expert on cranes
at the University of Idaho and
a pal of Dick Ftigby's. It was
Drewien's idea to steal
whooping crane eggs from the
great,birds' only nesting site,
in far north Canada, and put
them in sandhill crane nests at
TVA Seeking Low-Sulfur Coal
From Out Of State For Plants
.KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AR)
— Bowing to air pollution
standards, the Tennessee
Valley Authority board is
seeking low sulfur coal from
out of state for its coal-fired
steam plants. „
Twelve contracts, most of
them from coal produced in
:Eastern Kentucky; were
scheduled for board 
today - •
But TVA served notice
Wednesday on theAcennessee
Air Pollution _Control Board
that it wig-seek relaxed state
pollutign- standards at its
KipgSton and New John
sonville plants in Tennessee.
The agency proposes 100-
foottall stacks that would
replace scrubbing equipment
it claims would raise costs $'93
million less.- -
Protection Agency in Atlanta,
made it clear that TVA's
proposal—if approved by the
state —could signal a new
court battle.
"I think we have made our
position clear and so have the
courts," Traina told a
reporter referring to a U.S.
Supreme Court ruling that
standards must be constantly
Distorted Winds
Continue Pattern
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Distorted winds in the earth's
upper atmosphere are con-
tinuing a ,months-long pattern,
pulling air south from the
frozen Arctic. And, the
National Weather Service
says. there,i,s_nci relief in sight
for the frigid United States.
About two-thirds of the
nation and much of the rest of
the world is experiencing the
harshest winter in at least five
years.
The weather service says
there appears to be no long-
term warming trend in sight,
forecasting lower than normal
lei pe iFs -over much of-
the East fo)r at least the next
.two weeks, - _
The weather has caused
shortages of heating fuels,
which has closed businesses
and schools in some areas,
and President Carter has
asked Congress for
emergency authority to divert
natural gas to hardest-hit
regions._ •
Dr. Donald Gilman, head of
the weather service's Long
Range Prediction Group, said
Wednesday that Arctic air is
moving farther south than
usual because of a sustained
distortion, in upper at-
mosphere wind patterns.
Gilman said earlier that
such upper wind distortions,
with winds circulating hun-
dreds of miles farther south
than normal, are not un-
common but that this
distortion is different.
"What is uncommon is that
this distortion set in place in
September andtocked in plaee
Such a pattern allows cold
fronts from the Arctic Circle
to swing as far south as Texas
and Florida.
This locked wind pattern not
only brings the United States
cold weather, but also gives
similar conditions to western
Europe, Siberia and areas of
the northern Pacific, Gilman
said.
Paradoxically, other areas
of the world are benefiting











ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED.- IMMAINATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD .CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US rit0M-
PRY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
air into normally Wiirmer
climes. Gilman said that as
cold northern air flows down,




-Alaiosiaa and-parts .of Russia_,
are having a milder winter
than normal.so far," he said.
He said some parts of Alaska
have had record high- tem-
peratures in the 40s instead of
their usual sub-zero freeze.
Gilman said the next 30-day
forecast; due out Friday,
probably would not show a
great change in these pat-
-terns
- "There-probably. isn't. any
simple underlying reason for
all of this," Gilman said. "It's
just the 'very complicated
result of a lot of factors acting
together in a subtle way. We
don't.know why and just don't
have the means of finding
out."
Lord Privy Seal is the officer
of the British government who
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James Darling; assistant monito to meet the federal
TVA power planning director, OW ir Act.
said the relaxed air standard...-' Later, he told the Air
Pollution Control Board, "Ifor sulfur dioxide emissior6,
would enable TVA to5etftinue don't feel changing th
e
to buy East TerineSsee coal. standards is really the w
ay to
Otherwise, hesaid, the agency do this, because the sulfur
dioxide is still there."will_bave 14 stop buying coal
from ines in the Kingston As far as TVA's cost
a of Edit Tennessee. estimate is concerrned,"
-Traina- said, "We're- dealing—
Paul Traina, enforcement NIIiondollar . a year
chief *for Ili Environmental— utility. That does put it in
some perspective."
Darling said wholesale ,
power costs will rise 17 per
cent if the EPA proposal goes
into effect.. He said the in-
crease will be 10 per cent if
standards are relaxed for
Kingston and New John-
sonville. •
Lew Wallace, deputy
general counsel for TVA, said
the costs of complying fully
with current standards are
about ;523 million in con-
struction --c-osts and $245
million in added annual
operating costs.
The Tennessee share of this,
he said, is $278.8 million in
construction costs and $107.6
million in operating costs.
But Darling said the figures
may be low and the operating
costs alone could run as much
as $130 million a year over the
EPA estimates.'
the sandhill nesting site in
Idaho.
So if the experiment works
there will be two whooping
crane flocks, .the second one
flying side by side with the
sandhills between Idaho and_
New Vexico.
1110" 11.
NEW YORK ( AP) — The Winter oil? hit the 
East, Mid-
west and parts of the South with a new arctic cold
 blast to-
es already critical natural gas shortages forced 
more
closings of schools and factories. The entire 
school system
of Pennsylvania was shut down by Gov. 
Milton Shapp so
that natural gas could be shifted to industr
ies. State of-
ficials- said the state's 2.6 million public a
nd parochial
students may be out for longer than the three Op
 already
scheduled. Temperatures plunged in the 
Midwest and
East Coast as 60 mile per hour winds pushed 
the frigid air
mass from Canada into the nation.
MIAMI (AP) — The FBI says it is subpoenaing hun-
dreds of longshore union leaders and shipping officials at
ports along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts irr-an in-
vestigation of alleged organized crime invelVehientli the
union and payoffs by management. Some of those subpoe-
naed will be called to testify in February before grand
juries in Miami and New York City investigating the In-
ternational Longshoremen's Association, an FBI
spokesman said Wedneac, lay.
INIER\ 41.10\ 41:
MADMD, spin (AP) — The Spanish government ban-
ned public demonstrations, suspended some civil rights
and ordered police to round up foreign extremists in a
crackdown on political violence that has claimed seven
lives in Madrid this week. Trying to cope with Spain's wor-
st crisis since dictator Francisco Franco died 14 months
ago, Premier Adolfo Suarez's cabinet Wednesday invoked
a Franco anti-terrorism law to allow police to hold suspec-
ts more than 72 hours without charges and give them the
right to search without warrants.
-1•11111,TON -
WASHINGTON (AP) — If the telephone rings and it's
somebody wanting to know what kind of detergent you
use, watch out: it might be a private detective snooping
into your life. At least that's what the Privacy Protection
Study Commission learned Wednesday from an official of
the nation's third largest investigating firm. The commis-
sion is preparing to make recommendations on changes in
federal privacy laws.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Congressional leaders are
rushing to approve President Carter's natural gas
program and may have the emergency legislation on his
desk by early next week. he emergency legislation would
give the President power to divert natural gas to cold-
stricken parts of the country. It would also allow emergen-
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Geologist Says Carter Plan Won't Work
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -
President Carter's plan to
deregulate natural gas prices
for six months "won't get the
job done," state Geologist D1-.
Wallace Hagan has said.
Hagan, who heads the
Kentucky Geological Survey,
said Wednesday Carter's
proposal is only a temporary
stopgap against the current
nationwide shortage.
"What we need is to
deregulate" flattiral gas so it
can seek a common market
(price) 'where producers and
transmission companies can
get enough money so they can
afford to drill for it," Hagan
said.
In recent years, drilling for
gas has grown three to four
times costlier, Hagan said.
HOwever, cost is not all the
problem, according to Lew
Ponsetto, head of the survey's
oil-gas section at the
University of Kentucky.
"The- transp-c-ortation or
gas is probably the
_one __hi est interest in the 
the dock and then reached two
nearby gasoline barges.
Exxon personnel said the fire
was nearly under control by
daybreai.
Several small craft joined
two fireboats in searching the
channel for the missing men.
Four of the injured were
hospitalized, the others
received first aid.
"It was a rumbling type
explosion and the tanker did
not 'simply blow up," said one
man who was in the area. The LAKE DATA
21 million gallons, but it was
tanker has a capacity of about
down 0.3
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5,
cted• 
not -iminecUatelirknown ta5—w
much gasoline had been Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2,
Below dam 301.9, no change.
Hogon__soi(j _the___000t _of__ Flames quickly ,spread. to loaded. down 0.1.- - requirements-- tor
Civil Defense Personnel-
reported that 45 persons were
evacuated from the area.
Windows of several small
homes were shattered.
drilling has gone out of
'proportion compared with the
price of gas. Where it once
cost 415,000 for a 2,000-foot
well.. it now COSt$ about
$60,000, he said.
Explosions Rip Through
Texas Oil Tanker Today
BAYTOWN, Tex. ( AP) -
Three explosions rumbled
through an- 800-foot tanker
early today as it took on a load
of gasoline: A witness
estimated that 30 men were
throWn or jumped into the
Houston Shipping Channel as
the explosions went off.
Nine persons were reported
injured and some crewmen
were missing after the
explosions Started a fire
aboard the Exxon San
Francisco as it was being
loaded at the giant Exxon
refinery, a spokesman for the
firm said. He said the-ship's
normal crew is 30 or 40 men.
Brown Proposes Elimination
developMent of new gas
wells," Pontetto said.
"Really, it's in the hands of
the _transmission 'companies
because the exploration
companies would be delighted
to find-new gas if they. could
just market it," Pi:Msetto
added. He said a major
problem igYfinding new wells
that merit construction of a
transmission line.
In addition, he noted, ex-
ploration is risky, involving
preliminary studies and
further research before the
actual drilling - and hoping
begins.
if we could get it to a point
wfiere we had some kind of
doodlebugger that would say,
By George, the gas is right
there and there is a certain
amount of it,' we'd be in
business," Ponsetto said.
"But all we do have is some
good suspicions and it takes a
lot of money to prove whether











Of Two Army Infantry Brigades
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Defense Secretary Harold
Brown is proposing that the
Army eliminate two regular
infantry brigades and prepare
National Guard or reserve
forces as replacements in a
move that could cut about $67
million from next year's
Pentagon budget. ,
The proposal is one of 33
ways that Brown has
suggested to Army, Navy and
Air Force officials that the











118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
about $2.8 billion in fiscal 1978.
The new defense secretary
has asked the services for
comment on the economy
measures before he makes a
final decision on them.
The two reserve or guard
brigades that would be
upgraded under his proposal
would substitute for 10,000
regular Army soldiers.
The brigades would be
raised to a state of high
readiness and earmarked for
early call-up in a crisis.
,During the election
campaign, President Carter
said "the readiness of reserve
forces is doubtful." Carter
also said he was "quite con-
cerned about the abSetiee OT
proper role for the reserve
forces."
But since the election, his
_Pentagon transition team
apparently found that the
regular Army has achieved
good results by affiliating
reserve and guard brigades
What isYournost
Erroneous Zone?
From the best seller. All about
worry...and how you can learn
to stop worrying. And keep
those worries under control.
February
Reader's Digest
All Sweaters- 50% Off
Sport Coats I Dress Vested
50% Off Suits -30% Off
and battalions closely with
regular Army divisions.
Brown has sent the Army a
memorandum saying the
affiliation concept is suc-
hessful and its expansion
appears feasible.
Under this concept; in effect
for more than two years,
selected high-priority
brigades and battalions from
the Army National Guard and
Reserve were picked to round
out four of the 16 Army
divisions and bring them to.
full wartime strength in a
mobilization.
During peacetime, the
backup units maintain ties
with-their.parent regular
divisions, which help improve
the readiness of the guard and
reserve elements. From time
to time, entire divisions -
regulars and backup corn,
ponents - are supposed to
train together.
A major _attraction of the
affiliation concept is that it
enables the Army to maintain
niece 1-vg ,v,3,0„,-thon-it--selections,-for the baritone
otherwise could within tight voice by Handel, Braharns,
manpower limits.
The only answer, said
Hagan, is to deregulate gas
prices to "make it
economically - feasible .for
cornbanies to go out and
explore for gas, and when they
find it, transmit it interstate.''
The federal. government
currently regulates the price
only of gas transmitted in- -
terstate.
Ponsetto said the best
solution is to "figure out t way
to use every bit of gas we
have" .and „try -meantime-4o-
develop other energy sources.
. "You've got to remember,
that with gas, as with other
fossil fuels, the first day that a
well is. drilled, that is un-
doubtedly the best day it is
ever going to be. From that
day on, it is depleting,"
Ponsetto said.
Although the regular Army
has cooperated in the af-
filiation of guard and reserve
units with its divisions, Army
generals oppose any further
loss of regular manpower.
They are expected to argue
strongly against any
broadened affiliation program
that would reduce regular














Milton C. West of Murray,
a music education major at
Murray State University, will
present his senior recital on
the campus Thursday, Feb. 3.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
and Rorem. West will be ac-
companied by his wife
Paula, on the piano.
West, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. David West of Mayfield
is a member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, the professional
music fraternity for men and
is minister of music and
youth at First Baptist Church
in Bardwell. The recital is in
partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the





FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API -
The state attorney general's
office, in an opinion without
the. force of law, has termed as
unconstitutional the makeu )
o e e ersoon oun
Board of Education.
The ()Pinion was in answer'
to a request from Kyle Hub-
-bard, a school board attorney
acting for Het:Don RandblPh,
a board member whose term
expired Jan. 3.
Randolph maintained that
the law merging the Louisville
and Jefferson County school
systems was unconstitutional
because it leaves .three of the
system's seve4 districts --
unrepresented on this year's
board,
Sunset 5:14. Sunrise 7:04.
Cynthia Ann Chittenden of
Hampton, a music education
major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior recital on the campus
Sunday, fan. 30. Scheduled
at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
program will include selec-
tions for the piano by Bach,
Ben-Haim. Beethoven, and
Debussy. The recital is in











































































































































114 1, 6, 11 •• .
Within the next ten years it is
possible that 40 countries will
be able to build their own
atomic bombs.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora














Hurry! Our MC-1500 flopr/shelf
speaker at this low price makes
getting ,the second one easy'
Big 8" woofer, 3" tweeter. '
genuine walnut veneer -
enclosure There s only one











Regular 59.95 21-139- .
The Realistic TRC-9 is ready to use
on Channel 9, add crystals for any
2 other channels! Switchable ANL
-and automatic gain control.
Provides helpful communication,
companionship and FUN on the
road! Outstanding CB bargin at
the Shack
CHARGE IT
al 5a6.0 Shama • .
Thesa two credit c•rds
are honored at par
ticipatinp Radio Shack
stores Other cred.1
plans may also be avail
able Details at your
nearby store
te e OMR 
r.
• Glide PathOl Controls, Dual VU,Meffers,

















• I argf• 0/spi,iy,
• 1095 Troy Functions'
• 8 Dew! r /(Ittf MCI DP, Irrpril,
1114




• 100% Saft• fiFttPry
Power"


















• Converts Stereo to 4 Chan/lel'
• Requires No Rewomy,
• No Extra Amplifier Needed', '




• A vto• Stop'
RADIO SHACK'S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVER E WITHIN 10 OF OUR LOW 1975 PRICES'
- Store Hours;
10-9 Mon. Ara Sat.
1-6 Sunday Olympic Plaza 753-71002t1 1Street Ext.
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2. Notice
I BUY RAW furs at my
home on 641 South,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursd4s. 21









DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It Is not -a retor-
ding. This is also our
business phone.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
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Chestnut is having )1
Heat Wave ale. One
group decorators
pillows, all toilet seats,
all shower curtains, all
candles, all tablecloths,
kt Price. All designer
sheets reduced 40 per





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday de Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
2 Notice




you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,





Bargain Center is now
open, Dover, Tennessee.
Operated by Joe Bailey
and Linda Dill, located
in the (Old Joe Martin
Building), 3 miles West
of Dover on Highway/9.
Across from Uncle Joes
Discount Store. Hun-
dreds of items. Some
brand new. Open 6 days




\cio4Fikel FOR ASTEAK14"BE BUCK!!
No F in....Six
Dif erent Selections
For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Coffee And Tax! 
One Buck Gets It
All...At Perkins.





for free visit and in-
formation, 7534881.
Notice
Due to the inclement
weather the NEW
CONCORD GROCE-
RY wM deliver to'
people in the New
Concord area, who






male or female. Full-
time or part-time. Apply




Part Time at home. Age
and Education no
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233







WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per' 1000 stuffing en-











I DON'T THiNK I CAN GET




















IM LEAViN6 ON THE SCHOOL
BU5, LANUS, BUT DON'T WORRY !
- t'LL SENO-A -eiELtCOPTER





Cb,mE TO FIFTY CENTS, 5U1-1- ON A





THE GENERAL JUT LET, WEARINICY A
BLACK CAPE ANP WHITE SCARF OVER
FACE SO NOBODY wOul..17
RE(06NIZE HIM . ISN
t.4°THAT A LAuGHT-
WOW..- LooK, ),74JA
MIARS 71-r GET-THAT 4AAA4m\ / KNEW
IT'S JCAS OUTA I I-IE HE
YouR5 MS/ COMer-
sta-rr
(770  (-7.c r,127
6 Help Wanted
A NEW OPENING-for full
time salesperson for
local retail - store in
downtown Murray.
Experience preferred
but will train. Apply in
own handwriting, giving
past experience, age,
marital status, list of
dependents and 3
character references.






We know a young Taft
just out of school has
more on his mind than
just a job 'thew days.
He's concerned about
his world. He's looking
at the future. And he's
looking for a way to do
sorneihinoobout it. _- _
We're looking at the
future, too. In fact
we're- dedicated to it.
And we're looking for
People who feel the
tarn* way.
You see, there's more
to the Air Force than
good pay and guaran-
teed skill training.
There's also the satis-




you'll haw to decide
for yourself. It's easy
to get the facts and
there's no obligation.
Go *heed .. Take •
good close look at us.


















envelope to Box' 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
SOMEONE TO stay with
gentleman for room,
board and salary. Call





past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make






, MOST SKILLS NEEDED
Earn $800 - $3,000 Month
Many Other Benefits
For informat,on Man
Name Address and Sion to
iNTERNATION DIVISION




























14. Want To Buy







WANTED: . B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked
wrecked cars
Call 527-1315 or 47
WANTED - USED




foreign. Also old gold.
,Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
BATH TUB EN-
CLOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
DILL ELECTRIC has
furnace blower motors






LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
-K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.












bed, inner spring, $49.50.
Cherry gate leg table,
$75.00. Couch, $20.
Scallop oak square
table, $20. Harp oval
table, $20. Electric
range, $119. Petticoat




Square oak and walnut




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.













and Service, 500 Maple





NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE - fiberglass
Jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle, $25. One ton


















organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. tonardo
Piano Company, across




made any size for en-
titlt ,. beds or campers.















buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
26 TV Radio
TV SA-LE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
1173 12 x GO trailer for
sale. Also one trailer-for
, rent. Call 753-3473.
32 Apit)Tenfs For Refl.





33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT m
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSefor
college boys. Available
now. Call 753-3040 or 762-
2701.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2
bath, central heat and
air, 34 miles East, of
Murray. $175 month.
Call 7534648.




nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
p. m. M-F.
FOR RENT - FIVE
ROOM HOUSE. Bath,
upstairs. Off 94 East
- near 1441 Highway. Call
753-9673. .
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
3833.
FOR LEASE - 'Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881 ;
3' Li., tci, Supplies
CORN FED slaughter ,
hogs and steer calves. ,




x 4.5-2-13EDR008,1- puPPies, S w
bath, living room, kit- Call 1-527-8433.
then. Call 753-4418.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Tivo bedrooms, 1 and 314
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
located at Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct, Call 489-2533.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Excellent con-
dition. Electric. $80 for
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280:




Murray. See or call
James Sills, 753-0798.






Central heat and air.











ment for 2, 3 or 4


































homes up to the 20`s.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the






That's ow sign up there. In -
robe it's,blos and geld. Toil he
seeing il from now on. Loch for it
wtnnever you'relooking for the
best real estate listing and set-
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Thaw out in Style in front of your own Franklin fireplace.
You'll also have a nice comfortable living room, large kit-










COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three' bedroom • brick
veneer home on wooded
comer lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and.,,,
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
. love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.




Saturday, brattary 21, 1977, 10:00 a.m. Location: Nome of Mr.
Mn. by Map is Om State Wry. 120 between Ilmegius
Ti... and U.S. Ihrf. 79. Imam for sale: by is no logger fir-
..d is same some erred farm equipaseat Wein a real
pied pak of modes.
livestock •
1 pr. of well broke mules, ages 6 & 8 yrs. old,
color sorrell, appx. 1100 lb. both mare mules
(These mules have been in several parades), 1
set of show harness, 1 mule wagon, mule plows
and several items. 1 Palomino saddle mare, 800
lbs., 2 saddles, 2 bridles, 4 Yorkshire sows, 1
Hampshire boar, 26 pigs, approx. 40 lbs. by sale
date.
Ust of Farm Equipment
2000 Ford tractor (extra good), 2 bottom 3 pt.
plow, IH disk harrow, 3 pt. cultivator, 3 pt. lift
boom, 3 pt. tobacco setter, New Idea farm
wagon, mule or tractor wagon, 3 pt. planter, log
Chains, 1966 IH Scout, 1957 Ctievy (1',2 ton), 2
wheel trailer; wheel barrow,- 3 chain saws,- 22
automatic rifle, 38 cal. pistol, double barrel 16
gauge shotgun, 4 dog houses, Ben Franklin
Parlor stove.
Auctioneer's note: Come and look these mules
and harness over. Many of you have seen Mr.
Amos Winfieldof Cadiz, Ky. drive these mules in
parades. Fine mules and harness going. An-
nouncement day of sale will have precedence
over printed matter. 
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
Office, 1 lade east of Dever, To... U.S. 79, 232-5150.





home at a price.
iioin
well.
-1-13 acted and in-
sulated, has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign _room and
kitchen. Located on
quiet street in nice
neigliborhood. Also,
outside storage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
Don't delay, call us
today on this excellent,
buy. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine, and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753.6564. •
.1974 `VOLVO station
, wagon. 1975 Volvo 161, 6
cylinder. Call 437-4738
after 6.
"JIMMY CARTER SAY6 THI5, JIMMY
CARTER S41/4N THAT, GAD --- WILL
- . THI6.12M NEVER ENV "
43 Real Estate
ATTRACTIVE WELL
KEPT 3 bedroom home
in Panorama Shores.
Would be ideal for year
round residence or
summer home Get- a
jump on spring and call
now for an appointment
to see this home. Con-
tact Boyd Majors Real
FOR SALE - 80 acres, Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
house, five miles East of P080.
Hardin. Near lake._ 
Terms. Call 1-313-292-
7180.
WANT TO MOVE OUT?
Three bedroom brick in





wall to wall carpeting in
all rooms, built-in kit-
chen, with ...one.
brick. Central heat and
air, and attached
garage. Large utility
room, could be used as
study. Priced in upper
30's. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
work in all kinds of
weather 
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
EIAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
- shady- hemesite.--Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505' Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531661
46. Homes For Sale







30 acres of prime farm land with two bedroom
house. Farm land is 95 per cent fenced with
woven wire, has tobacco base and tobacco barn-
equipment shed. This is some of the finest farm
land in the county and has frontage on both high-
way 121 North and Brady Road. Home is well
built, brick and frame home with tree shaded lot
and white plank-fehced Yard. Located only bit
miles from Murray.
27 Rolling Acres
Stunning 5 bedroom modern brick home with„
central heat and air, large living room with
fireplace', large attached 2-car garage and many -
extras on 27 lovely acres. Frontage on Highway .
121 North.
20 Acre Country Estate
Just listed, lovely modern blrick ranch home and
20 acres. Many outstanding features in this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. Attractive living room,
den-dining area with fireplace, kitchen, large
utility room with lots of storage, and enclosed
sunporch which could be used as 4th bedroom or
study. Attached 2-car garage, lovely lan-
dscaping, surroianded by scenic pasture land and
woods. Outbuildings include modern pole barn
(50' x 56'), corn crib, and concrete block
smokehouse. A pretty picture of pleasant living.
Early American Home
And 30 Acres
First time offered, partially restored country
home and 30 acres only 4 miles from Murray
with 19 acres of prime tendable land, 8 acres tim-
ber, tobacco barn, 8-stall horse barn, and other
outbuildings. Priced at only $39,500.
Home and 75 Acres
Rare opportunity to own a modern home and
large acreage tract at a reasonable price. Home
is 2 bedroom, brick with central heat and air,
living room with fireplace and 3-car carport. •
Acreage is completely fenced with 3 ponds,
.modern stable, tobacco base, and other out-
buildings. Quiet, secluded and wooded with
beautiful view of surrounding countryside.
$55,000.
45 Acres
Located 6 miles East of Murray with ap-
proximately 37 tendable acres and 8 wooded
acrem ,Ovr 2 acres tobacco base. Price just
reduced to $30,500. Owner wants offer! - -
40 Acre Form
Just listed 40 acres, 20 tendable and several
lovely wooded acres, tobacco barn, and lots of;
road frontage.- Don't pass up this Oppiirtunity.
Priced at only $17,500.
We Work In All Kinds Of Weather!








Regena Baggett  753-7533
Harry Patterson  492-8302
















BY OWNER- 406 South 6th
Street- Brick, 2,s baths Up-
stairs- 3 bedroom,: storage
room, wall to wall carpet
Two bedrooms down,stairs,
large living room. den. kit-
chen and dining ra.m
Glaised front porch-auti
treat- Doublegiassen,insecl
back poach. 2 fireplai, one
--gas log. Large full bar,nicnt
- carpeted, Li bath T,ur
separate rooms. la
room, one kitchcr. +14.
shower. Double car garage'
with extra room sack.
completely in,inatcti
brick outbuildinu .rint














Honda 550 fdur with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christinas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
48 Automotive Service
GOOD USED MUD and
snow tires F nur 1100-15.
Call 753-96iii,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 TRANS AM Firebird.
El rethorn red, all
power, can be seen at
Carl's Corner.
1968 t 2 TON PICKUP.- V-8




Grand Torino: '2 door,
$1275.93. (7a1l' 901-642-




air, bucket seats, AM=
FM stereo Cape. 350 four.
barrel. Call 489-2666.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One




1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
1970 FORD MAVERICK, -
stral_ght shift; six













$815. First $825 takes it.






vinyl roof, ohe owner..
Call 753-6534.
1976 GMC 34 TON. Heavy






Good tires:' 36,000 actual





SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for














side painting and small














exterior. Texture  ceiling
and sheetrock. finishing.





atea. lluut in contract.
- Call 753-0391:
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass










bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor











Don 753-926_11144, p. m.
_ -
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
Cabinet to complete




FIREWOOD FOR sale.CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining. Hickory and oak. Call
Call 753-8090. 753-9946 after 4 p. m.
RENT RINSENVAC
IN *Om "d••11-nrsrfor methul
Buss carpets es
EASILY-
34 pound portent power
Noose tioes all Woo wort
EFFECTIVELY-
teats WWI and racuoin
out doso down tat and
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
' porches, brick and
1969 DODGE 34 ton
'pickup, V-8 automatic. 2
ton Ford, 1971 with grain-.







miles. Air and 2 new
- tires. --Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-8149 after
3 p. m.
Dorado, sun roof, AM-
Fore track stet eri," ail
power. Take over
payments. Call 753-9635.
1949 GRAND PRIX. Good
condition. Many extras.
Call 753-5566.
1973 MAVERICK, 4 door.
V-8 automatic. Power
and air. 37,000 actual
.cOn-
dition. $1950.- Call 753-
8124. -'
- 19475 PINTO, excellent
-condition. Low mileage. FOR YOUR SEPTIC
Call 753-2756. , TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
1972 FORD ̀PICKUP, 6 Lane. Phone 7534669 or
cylinder with air. 1968 436-2586.
Pontiac Bonneville with
air and power. May be
seen at Murray Muffler
Service, 7th and Maple
Street.
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call- J. R.
Hamilton, 7534500:
ELECTRICAL WIRING





of electric heat, air
.condition, appliances,
water pumps, water









carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
LICENSED. ELEC-
. TRItTAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job






white. Bought new in
Benton. Call after 5 p.
m. 436-5552.
1963 FORD customized
Van, meg wheels, 8
,track stereo. Must seelo




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
DRIVEWAYS , WHITE








$425.00 up, floored, ready to lose. Ake prow , yon bwId..s
low as 1300.00. s.0 up tile x AO shaderd, but will prone
airy she seeded. by tbe best for less. •




a fraction Out,. cost
IYOU SAYE UP TO
1255 PEP 40041
Rent tor only 512 00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store FREE KITTENS:- Call






struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
ht 443-7026
54. Free Column
SIX SMALL puppies and
their mother. Call 753-
.9846.
FREE TO GOOD HOME,





Individual, Male Of Female, nieliciod full or part Isms to Ms
tribute woild,famous hotlali film and other photo products
through company rtshibloshed locations ire IN:,. your
year tor tridepencience 4•4995 00-mvestrnint uilrantoedil
month nflOrthandr116 repurchase agreement
CALL Me Martin (Toll Frirm31-110044111.1200 or Collact 6514 2244751
Monday to Friday. Cam. tog p.rn. • Sal. Oem. tot p.m. 8.5.1
OF WAO11- - FIRESTONE PHOTO -
E. s FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 19411
162 N 3r0 Si Columbus, Ohio 43215
MAKE
BIG MONEY
Establish dealers with auto
repair shops, car dealers, auto
parts stores, service stations,
etc. New product with proven









Dirm bedroom brick, 4.




able props, hying room, edify, pantry, 
kitchen-MMfell,/ carpeted, electric beseheard heat, window air-
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_a Deaths and Funerals j
John F. McSwain &
Guy Taylor McSwain
Both Die Wednesday
4 77-year-old man was
killed in a fire at his home in
Puryear,- Tenn., Wednesday
. morning, officials said, and
the man's cousin died of an
apparent heart attack later in
. the day after hearing the
news. .
John Frtnk McSwain, a
painter, was killed about 11 a.
m. when fire broke out at his
home, said a spokesman for
the Piuyear Fire Department.
McSwain's wife, Mrs. Myrle
Robinson McSwain, who had
left the home and walked to
.• The store, spotted the fire as
she returned, the spokesman
said. •
Cause of the fire had not
been determined Wednesday,
but officials said McSwain
often smoked cigars and his
smoking could have started
the blaze. The house was
heavily damaged by the fire,.
but was not a total loss.
A cousin, Guy Taylor Mc-
Swain, 70, heard news of the
fire and later died, apparently
of a, heart attack, officials
said. Family. members told
police that he had a history of
heart trouble and they
assumed the death of his
cousin triggered the attack.
Services for John Frank
McSwain will be at 10:30 a. m.
Friday at Ridgeway Mor-
ticians in Paris, Tenn.. with
burial in Puryear City
Cemetery.
He also leaves two sisters,
Mrs. Mattie Taylor of
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs.
Grace Humphreys Of Puryear,
Tenn.; two brothers, Ed
McSwain of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Drewrey McSwain of
Paris, Tenn.
Services for Guy Taylor
McSwain, a retired farmer,
will,,be at 2:30 p.m. Friday at
Ridgeway Morticians with
burial in Puryear City
Cemetery. He leaves a son,
Charles L. _IstcSwain of
Puryear, and a brother, W. A.
McSwain of Paris, Term.
Accidents are the leading
cause of depth for those in the
15 to_24.Agt. grolip, gays the_Na-
tional Safety Council. About
two-thirds -ef these-deaths re-
sult from motor-vehicle related
'Taylor Underhill Ravi Kirkland Dies
Dies Wednesday At At Age Of Five At
Murray Hospital Hospital Tuesday
Taylor Underhill of Murray
Route Tfiree died Wednesday
at 8:45 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital He
was 83 years of age and was
born December 18, 1893, in
Trigg County.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lorene Turner
Underhill, Murray Route
Three; four daughters, Mrs.
Nola Scarborough, Granite
City, Ill., Mrs. Louise
Scurlock, Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Cathy Duncan and Mrs. Joyce
Duncan, Murray Route
Three; three_ sons, Cortus
Underhill, Dover, Tenn., 'Glen.
Dale Underhill, Ryan Avenue,
Murray, and Ronnie Un-
derhill, Aurora, Hardin Route
One; twelve grandchildren:
four great grandchildren.
Mr. Underhill is also sur-
vived by 'seven sisters, Mrs.
Cora Bryant, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Mrs. Rose
Colson and Mrs. Ora Lee
Walker; Benton, Mrs. Donie
Futrell and Miss Mamie
Underhill, Murray, Mrs. Pearl
Ellis, Louisville, and Mrs.
Cozy Snyder, Cadiz; three
brothers, the Rev. Lloyd
Underhill, Murray Route
Three, • Moscoe Underhill,
Dexter Route One, and Roscoe
Underhill, Benton Route Five.
The funeral has been
scheduled for ten a.ni.
Saturday at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Randolph Allen
officiating. Burial will be in
the Union Ridge Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after -six p.m.
tonight (Thursday).
Ravi Kirkland, five year old
great grandson of the Rev.
and Mrs. W. A. Farmer of
Como, Term., formerly of
Murray, died Tuesday at six p:
m. at the Methodist Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.
mifh: little boy, only child of-nd Mrs. Ted Kirkland of
Route One, Paris, Tenn.,
suffered severe brain injury, a
broken neck, and other in-
juries when he was struck by a
car at Como, Term., last
Saturday. He was born Sep-
tember 16, 1971 in Neoga, Ill.
Survivors include his
parents; paternal grand-
parents, Sgt. and Mrs. Ronald
Huttenstine, Germany;
maternal grandparents, Mrs_
Gail Rentfro, Neoga, Ill., and
William Rentfro, Penn-
sylvania; paternal great
grandparents, the Rev. and
Mrs. W. A. Farmer; maternal
great grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. 0. Keller, Strasburg,
The funeral services will be
held Friday at 2:30p.m. at the
Jolly Springs Baptist Church,
with the Rev. P. J. Scott, the
Rev. Don Malone, the Rev.
Hal Meyer, and the Rev. Jerry
Wiggins officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Jolly Springs Cemetery with
the Ridgeway Morticians of
 Pars. Tend in charge of 
arrangements where friends
may call.
A roadblock will be held
Saturday from ten a. m. to
four p. m.. at intersections in
Paris,- Term., to help defray
medical expenses for the boy
which were' not covered by
insurance. The roadblocks
will be sponsored by the
Kentucky Lake Stardusters
CB Radio Club.
Opening Available Now At Pre-School
An opening in the three year
old group at Murray
Cooperating Pre-schccil is firm
available. The school is
located in the University
School building.
Parents intereste in
enrolling their child for the
second • senriestr - -should-




Dead At Age Of 77
Jack Spiceland, known as
"Uncle Jack," dieti Wed-
nesciiy aclilifir.itf: -at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. H was 77 years of
age and a resident of 300
Woodlawn, Murray.
- The Murray man was' the
owner of Jack's Standard
Station on South Twelfth
Street, Murray. Born
December - 21, 1899, in Ten-
nessee, he was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Spiceland.
Mr. Spiceland is survived by
his step mother, Mrs. Jessie
Spiceland, Dover, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Minnie Sykes, 818
Hurt Drive, Murray; one
brother, Lathan Spiceland,
Dover, Term.; three nephews,.
Boyd Herndon, Hopkinsville,
Cleo Sykes, Murray, and L. A.
Sykes-, .Garden City, Mich.:
two nieces, Mrs. Mary Hutson,
Murray, and Mrs. Gail Lee,
Dover, Tenn.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Wofford
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Term.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
.8417.
Applications are also being
taken for both the three and
four year old groups for the
1977-78 school year.
Classes are held on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday with'
the three year olds meeting in
the morning and the four year
olds in the afternoon.
We would like to take this opportunity to introduce
Bennie Jackson
as a candidate for Sheriff
of Calloway County in the May Primary
411.,
•
Bennie Jackson is 43 years of age and has been a resident of
Calloway County for the past 19 years and resides at Lynn Grove.
He is married to the former, Betty Lou Wilkins of Lynn Grove and
Mrs. Jackson is employed by the Calloway County Board of
Education as a third grade teacher. She has held this position for the
past 9 years.
The Jacksons are the parents of two daughters and a son. They are
Mrs. Gary (Patricia) Ward, Lynn Grove; Kathy Sue and Mark, at home.
Bennie Jackson is snow self-employed es a, farmfr. He held the
position of deputy-sheriff of Calloway County front May 1974 until
June 1976. k
Prior to taking the deputy sheriff position, he was employed in the
new and used car business Murray for 14 years, as a service
manager and salesman.
He ado yob, consideration for his candidacy and will attemPl to
meet and talk with each of t ou in the coming months prior to the
election.
Committee To Elect Bennie Jackson, Dencild Crawford Treasurer
BIC LEMONS—Susan Renea Barnett, age three, and
Jerry Thomas Eldridge, age eight, hold a couple of the
biggest lemons we've seen in a while. The lemons
weigh in at at least a pound each, and one is slightly
larger than that. The lemons were sent from -the
children's great uncle, William Merrell, who lives in
Florida. The two are the children of Nedra Barnett, 907
Vine.
Mrs. Jo Roberts To
Retire From Local Bank
Mrs. Jo Roberts, Assistant
Cashier of the Bank of Murray
will retire January 31, 1977.
Mrs. Roberts came to work for
the Bank in April of 1954. Her
JO OUTLAND ROBERTS
first responsibilities were in
tha Pinnt Department of the
Bank and for many years she
has worked as a Teller at the
bank's Main Offices, down-
town. Her, responsibilities






Americard, Vacation Club and
Christmas Club.
Mrs. Roberts is the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John D. Outland. She Is
one of seven children that
includes N. C. Outland, Newt
Outland, Carlton Outland, J.
D. Outland, Siddie 0. Cohoon,
and the late Pearl 0. Miller.
She grew up in the Elm Grove
section of Calloway County
and graduated from Murray
High School.
In 1931 she married Grogan
Roberts, who is retired from
Lassiter Auto Sales. The
Roberts' live at 304 North 8th
Street, and have one daughter,
Mrs. James W. (Charlotte)
Parker, and - two grand-
children, David Parker, who
is associated with Parker
Ford and Beverly Parker, who
is a student at the University
of Alabama.
Mr'. Roberts is a member of
the First Baptist Church and
the Lydian Sunday School
Class. She is an avid cook
-who actually enjoys being in
the kitchen." Her other spare
time is spent with her family
and doing needle work.
She was honored at a break-
fast this morning at the
Holiday Inn by her co-workers
at the Bank of Murray. Joe
'Dick, President of the Bank,
presented Mrs. Roberts with
gifts symbolic of her loyal
services to the Bank of
Murray.
Ward & Elkins
THIS SPECIAL SAVINGS EVENT STARTS FRIDAY (JAN. 28th)
Save now on dependable Maytag washers, dryers, dishwashers.
MAYTAG HEAVY
DUTY WASHER
•All-fabric washer with Permanent-
Press eycle — practically ends ironing.
•Choice of 3 water levels •a water tem-
ps .Zinc-coated steel cabinet protects
against rust *Famous Maytag .depen-
dability.
MAYTAG BIG LOAD DRYER
•26% more capacity • Exclusive low-
temp, stream-of-heat drying •-
Multicycle selection •Fast, efficient
energy-saving operation •Efficient
drum size, •,Upique air-ride drying
system.
move up to Maytag.
MAYTAG POWER
MODULE DISHWASHER
.Revolutionary Power Module with ex-
clusive Mirco-Mesh TM filter *Famous
Maytag 3 level washing action
eliminates pre-rinsing .Unique racking
provides unsurpassed capacity.
SAVE $50 Wit201
